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Abstract 

As the logic available in FPGA devices grows, traditional bus interconnects are 

struggling to keep up, and higher performance interconnects are required. 

This thesis presents introduces "Merlin", a flexible, high performance, and light weight 

approach to on-chip FPGA interconnect, which includes a collection of packet based 

primitives, and a way to map transactions to packets, and algorithms for connecting 

components such that they provides the services required of a transaction interconnect. 

A prototype implementation is reported, describing the components that compose the 

interconnect, the interfaces between them, the algorithms used to assemble the 

interconnect, the development and testing methodology, and a proof of concept system. 

Results show that for large systems, a Merlin interconnect provides higher frequency 

with less logic than the interconnect tools available from FPGA vendors. In addition, 

Merlin provides lower latency through the network than other FPGA NoC 

implementations, while costing less resources, at a higher frequency. 
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1. Introduction 

Since FPGAs were first introduced, FPGA usage has increased from simple glue logic 

applications to entire System on Chip (SoC) designs. FPGAs are common components in 

embedded systems, and often implement the entire embedded system, including CPUs, 

on-chip memories, and complex peripherals. The interconnect technology used by FPGA 

system-on-chip implementations has followed the interconnect trends used by 

Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), and printed circuit boards before that, 

beginning first with shared bus implementations, and moving towards implementations 

supporting multiple masters, heterogeneous components, and concurrent transactions. 

Integrated Circuit (IC) manufacturing technology is expected to soon provide us with in 

excess of 4 billion transistors on a single chip [1], and FPGAs will soon support in excess 

of five hundred thousand logic elements [2]. Synthesis and compiler development is not 

able to keep pace with this growth [1], leaving system designers facing the so-called 

productivity gap, the gap between the capability of modern FPGAs and ICs, and a 

designer's ability to integrate and manage the designs that fill them. The reuse of more 

and more complex on-chip intellectual property (IP) blocks, or components has been the 

1 
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main mechanism to increase productivity, and it is expected that by 2010, 40% of all 

logic size will be composed of reused design blocks [1]. A scalable and flexible inter-

design block communications strategy is required to harness the power of these diverse 

and ever more complex reusable design blocks. Network on chip technology promises to 

provide a flexible platform that addresses these needs [3]. 

1.1 Motivation 

As the size of Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) approach a million logic 

elements, the number of components on a device keeps growing, and FPGA designs with 

dozens of processors are no longer unheard of. The traditional bus-based interconnect 

with centralized arbitration will no longer be able to manage the complex connections 

that this rich set of components will demand. Connections between components will 

have to consist of multiple pipeline stages [4], and components will need the ability to 

autonomously initiate data transfer without knowing if they've been granted access to the 

destination. To support this, the communication network will need to be fully distributed, 

with little or no global coordination [5]. 

The two leading FPGA companies have a combined FPGA market share of over 80% [6], 

and both provide solutions for FPGA developers designing system-on-chip solutions. 

Altera's SOPC Builder product uses the Altera proprietary "Avalon" protocol to connect 

on-chip components to one another [7]. This protocol provides slave-side arbitration, 

which supports maximum concurrency, often at the expense of resource utilization and 

achievable frequency, while allowing the system designer little control over 

implementation. Xilinx's PlatformStudio product uses IBM's CoreConnect protocol for 
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on-chip communications [8], an industry standard protocol developed to interface to the 

PowerPC processor family. CoreConnect is targeted to ASIC designs, and was not 

originally intended for FPGA implementations. 

Neither of these solutions provides system-on-chip designers with the performance and 

flexibility that FPGA fabrics promise. A high-performance FPGA-optimized flexible and 

modular interconnect is required to support FPGA-based system on chip designs for the 

coming years. 

A Network-on-Chip (NoC) approach to on-chip FPGA interconnect promises to be a 

flexible and high-performance strategy, allowing the interconnect to take advantage of 

the flexibility of FPGA devices. Existing bus-based interconnects are not appropriate for 

chips with a high component count, because of the diverse and dynamic communication 

requirements of advanced current and future applications. Networks on a chip are 

emerging as an alternative to existing on-chip interconnects because they structure and 

manage global wires, are scalable when compared to traditional buses, decouple 

communications from computation, and use individual protocol layers that each provide a 

well-defined interface, decoupling service usage from implementation [9]. NOC 

implementations for FPGAs that have been reported include complex network nodes that 

achieve unsatisfactory performance and that aren't appropriate for an FPGA cost model. 
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1.2 Statement of Thesis 

This thesis introduces a flexible, high performance, and light weight approach to on-chip 

interconnect for System-on-Chip (Soc) Intellectual Property (IP) integration. The 

interconnect includes a collection of packet based primitives, a way to map transactions 

to packets, and algorithms for connecting components such that they provides the 

services required of a transaction interconnect. The resultant interconnect is able to 

support transactions issued by transaction interface specifications, such as AMBA's 

AHB, Wishbone, Altera's Avalon, and OCP. A prototype interconnect implementation 

and a simple processor system are used to prove that the of concept of using Network-

On-Chip primitives to support an FPGA SoC is sound. This same prototype 

implementation provides higher frequency with lower logic utilization and lower latency 

than the interconnect generation tools available from FPGA vendors and other FPGA 

NoC implementations. 

1.3 Approach 

To accomplish this objective, we investigate consider the interconnects available from 

FPGA vendors system design tools, and from FPGA NoC implementations that have 

been published in the literature. 

We then develop the architecture of a new high-performance and modular interconnect 

solution for FPGA-based system on chips. This interconnect, named "Merlin", provides 

a flexible feature set to support a wide variety of applications while optimizing for the 

relatively high cost and low performance of FPGA logic. It takes advantage of NoC 

interconnect techniques, such as using packets to encapsulate commands and responses. 
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Merlin uses packets to encapsulate commands and responses, but unlike some other 

NoC implementations, uses separate packet networks for commands and responses [4] 

[10]. We detail the different layers of functionality that compose a Merlin interconnect, 

and present some design tradeoffs considered in the creation of this architecture. We 

also describe the components that implement the required functionality, the packet and 

transaction interfaces between component, and the algorithms used to implement an 

application specific interconnect implementation given a description of desired 

connectivity. 

To demonstrate Merlin, a prototype interconnect generator is implemented, including all 

the required components and algorithms for a proof-of-concept system. Along with the 

implementation, we outline the toolset and component development and testing 

methodology. We use this prototypical implementation to generate a proof-of-concept 

system including a processor core with instruction and data masters, and a number of 

peripherals such as an on-chip memory core for program and data storage, and a 

Universal Synchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) core for communications. Finally, 

this proof-of-concept system will be tested in FPGA hardware by running a simple test 

program on the processor. We also generate a number of synthetic systems that vary the 

number of masters and slaves in the system, as well as other variables, in order to come 

up with performance measurements that can be compared to previous implementations. 

1.4 Thesis Organization 

This thesis is divided into 5 major chapters. Chapter 1 is the present chapter, and 

describes the motivation and objectives of this work. Chapter 2 provides background 
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information for this work, including a discussion of FPGA technology, SoC 

interconnects, and NoC technology on FPGAs. Chapter 3 proposes an architecture for a 

new FPGA optimized on-chip interconnect that features higher performance and 

modularity, and that supports the considerable flexibility that FPGAs allow, while 

allowing for low-cost implementations. Chapter 4 describes a prototype implementation 

of this new interconnect architecture, including a design methodology and testing 

framework, a proof-of -concept design, and measurement results. Chapter 5 summarizes 

the research, and discusses future work. 



2. Background and Related Work 

In this section, we provide background information about on chip interconnects for SoC 

designs, focusing on interconnect types, topologies, arbitration algorithms, and burst 

transactions. We then present Network-on-Chips, discussing how they can be applied to 

on-chip interconnects, and how they are different from traditional inter-chip networks, 

finally, we introduce FPGAs, and compare & contrast them with ASICs, and discuss the 

some additional considerations for FPGA interconnects. 

2.1 On Chip Interconnects 

On-chip interconnects are used to connect different intellectual property (IP) cores within 

a chip, where a core is defined as a pre-designed, pre-verified silicon circuit block that 

can be used to build an application [11]. There are many different types of cores 

available to today's system designers, including analog and digital cores, processor cores, 

communication interface cores, and DSP cores. It has become a common with both 

FPGA and ASIC development to approach the design problem as an assembly of IP 

cores, where some cores are particular to the given design, and some are standard cores, 

including those available off-she-shelf from IP core providers. A system, however, is not 

7 
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made up of cores alone; it must include a mechanism for the cores to communicate with 

one another. 

Most inter-core communication takes one of two forms: as unidirectional streams of data 

from a core to an adjacent core, or as transactions issued by masters and responded to by 

slaves. Additional forms of communication within an on-chip system include clock and 

reset connectivity, interrupts, and connections for test & measurement. In this thesis, we 

focus on transaction connections, and how they can be supported by using NoC 

techniques, taking advantage of streaming connections in the implementation. 

2.1.1 Streaming Connections 

Streaming connections such as those shown in Figure 1 provide a unidirectional flow of 

data from a source interface to a sink interface, and support a backpressure mechanism to 

allow the sink to refuse data from the source. Streaming connections are often used in 

processing chains, where a flow of data from a source such as a video camera is passed 

through a series of processing blocks that apply transformations to the data, eventually to 

a sink. Streaming connections are also typically used in telephony and data 

communications equipment, where packets or frames are received from a physical 

interface, are processed, and are then sent on their way via a different physical interface. 

m Transforms 

Figure 1 - Streaming connections 
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2.1.2 Transaction Connections 

With transaction-based communication, masters initiate transactions such as read and 

write, and slaves respond to them by returning the requested read data, by accepting the 

write data, or by returning an acknowledgement or error. Masters typically are connected 

to multiple slaves, and slaves are often connected to multiple masters. A system with 

transaction connections is shown in Figure 2. 

Processor 0 Processor 1 

Memory Timer 
EtHerriet 
Interface UART 

Figure 2 - Logical view of a simple embedded system 

2.1.3 Interconnects 

Both of the connection types described above represent not a physical connection 

between two cores, but a logical one. To implement the system shown in Figure 2, a 

system designer would not use a processor that had a master interface for each of the four 

slaves, nor would he or she use a memory with a slave interface for each master. Instead, 

each master core exposes a single master interface, and each a slave core exposes a single 

slave interface. 
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Processor 0 Processor 1 

Interconnect 

I 
Memory Timer Ethernet 

Interface 

Figure 3 - Physical view of a simple embedded system 

An interconnect such as that shown in Figure 3 is used to provide for the logical 

communications between components, abstracting away implementation details. The 

functional components communicate with the interconnect component, and hence with 

each other, via interfaces. Connections are used to provide communication channels 

between interfaces. Connections are point-to-point, with exactly one start and one end. 

Abstract connections are connections that are implemented using other components, and 

where the interfaces they connect do not necessarily share any wires. For example, 

Figure 2 shows an abstract connection between Processor 0 and the memory whose 

realization is shown in Figure 3 as a physical connection from Processor 0 to the 

interconnect, and another from the interconnect to the memory. The connections shown 

in Figure 3 are themselves implemented in an FPGA by connections between logic 

elements across multiple configurable routing blocks. 
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2.1.4 Transaction Interconnect Protocols 

To increase the opportunities for a core to be included in different systems, core 

designers often design their cores such that the interfaces adhere to standard protocols, 

allowing them to be easily integrated with interconnects that supports that protocol. In 

preparation for a discussion of transaction interconnect services, we introduce a number 

of interconnect protocols and specifications that exist in the industry today. 

2.1.4.1 AMBA Family of Protocols 

The Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture (AMBA) family of protocols from 

ARM has become the de facto standard for on-chip ASIC communication [12]. In 1996, 

ARM introduced the first members of the family, the Advanced System Bus (ASB) and 

Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB) protocols. The Advanced High Performance Bus 

(AHB), a single clock-edge version of ASB, was introduced in 1999, followed by Multi-

Layer AHB, which supports hierarchical bus topologies. In 2003, ARM introduced the 

Advanced extensible Interface (AXI), a feature-rich protocol that supports high 

throughput multi-master systems with high concurrency. In 2006, AHB-Lite was 

released, an enhancement to AHB that frees AHB masters from any knowledge of the 

topology or arbitration implementation. The following provides a brief discussion of 

each member of the AMBA interconnect family. 

Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB) - APB is a low cost synchronous interface to low-

bandwidth peripherals, optimized for power consumption and reduced interface 

complexity [12]. 
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Advanced System Bus (ASB) - ASB was introduced at the same time as APB, and is a 

higher performance bus that supports multiple co-existing masters, pipelined operation, 

and burst transfers. There is a central arbiter that accepts requests and grants access to a 

single master. The granted master initiates transfers on the bus, and the slave provides a 

transfer response back to the bus master. ASB has been largely replaced by AHB. 

Advanced High Performance Bus (AHB) - AHB is newer than ASB, with higher 

performance, but is in many ways a simplification of ASB. It supports multiple co

existing masters, pipelined operation, burst transfers, and split transactions. Like ASB, 

AHB supports data paths of up to 128 bits, and there is a central arbiter that grants access 

to the entire bus to a single master. Unlike ASB, AHB uses a non-tristate 

implementation, simplifying component design. 

Multi-Layer AHB - Multilayer AHB, introduced in 2001, is a refinement to AHB that 

uses a more complex topology scheme to support multiple parallel paths between masters 

and slaves in a system [13]. It supports the development of complex multi-master 

systems with complex interconnects, while still supporting components with AHB 

masters and slaves. 

AHB-Lite - AHB-Lite is a further refinement of AHB that supports a single bus master. 

AHB-Lite transfers are the same as AHB transfers, except that there is no requirement for 

arbitration signals, simplifying the master interface. "Multi-Layer AHB-Lite" is AHB-

Lite where each master has a private bus. Multi-Layer AHB Lite supports full 

concurrency, where if two masters try to access the same slave at the same time, one of 
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the masters will be backpressured by the interconnect until the other has completed it's 

transaction. 

The difference between Multi-Layer AHB-Lite and AHB is that with Multi-Layer AHB-

Lite, the system topology is not specified. It is instead left as a consideration for the 

system designer, allowing greater freedom of implementation. In addition, master 

implementations are simpler because there is no requirement for them to deal with signals 

to and from the arbiter. 

Advanced extensible Interface (AXI) - The AMBA AXI protocol is a high-performance 

interface definition with a number of features that make it suitable for high-speed 

interconnect. The defining characteristic of AXI is that it uses five channels to carry out 

transactions, each with independent handshaking and backpressure. The presence of five 

different channels allows for a maximum of concurrency, while their independence 

allows for simplicity of implementation [14]. 

2.1.4.2 Wishbone 

The wishbone specification is a public domain system-on-chip interconnect protocol 

originally developed by Silicore, now owned by OpenCores.org. The goals of the 

wishbone specification are to provide a standard, flexible open-source interface definition 

to enforce compatibility between IP cores [1.5]. The opencores.org website includes a 

wide selection of freely available cores for inclusion in ASIC & FPGA SoC designs. 

http://OpenCores.org
http://opencores.org
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2.1.4.3 OpenCore Protocol (OCP) 

OCP was originally developed by Sonics, and has been donated to OCP-IP, a non-profit 

company promoting the OCP protocol as a standard to ensure creation and integration of 

interoperable components. OCP supports more than just read and write interfaces; it also 

supports configurable sideband control signaling and test harness signals. OCP strives to 

define protocols to unify all of the inter-core communication [16]. 

The OCP transaction protocol supports synchronous unidirectional signaling, pipelined 

transfers, burst support, atomic transactions, sideband signals for flow control, and tag, 

thread, and connection identifiers to support out-of order transactions. OCP has a small 

set of required signals with a wide range of optional signals and parameters to define the 

interface on any given component, allowing cores to only implement the subset of the 

protocol that applies to them. 

2.1.4.4 Avalon 

The Avalon Memory Mapped specification was first released by Altera with the SOPC 

Builder system integration tool. Avalon was originally developed to connect peripherals 

to Altera's Nios & Nios II soft processor cores, was designed from the ground up to 

target FPGAs, and has considerable flexibility in its configuration. The Avalon 

specification describes a configurable interface between a master or slave and the 

interconnect, allowing a component designer to use only the signals and parameters that 

are applicable to their component. 
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2.1.4.5 CoreConnect 

The CoreConnect family of on-chip busses was developed by IBM for the PowerPC 405 

processor core. It consists of three-levels: the processor local bus (PLB), the on-chip 

peripheral bus, and the device control register bus, each of which supports read and write 

transactions. CoreConnect supports data bus widths of 32 bits and higher, uses separate 

read and write data signals, and allows multiple masters. It provides for high 

performance features such as pipelining, split transactions and burst transfers [17]. 

Beginning in 2000, Xilinx began promoting CoreConnect for FPGA peripheral 

components [18], and it has become the standard interface for Xilinx embedded processor 

designs, including those using the MicroBlaze soft processor and the PowerPC Hard IP 

processor[8]. 

2.1.5 Transaction Interconnect Services 

To support transaction connections, a transaction interconnect provides transaction 

services. The definition of these services is a contract between the components and the 

interconnect, and the implementation of the interconnect determines how each service is 

provided. For transaction connections, the interconnect is responsible for seeing that 

each command and its data gets to the selected component, and that the response and its 

data gets back to the master. Services provided by a transaction interconnect typically 

include the following. 

Transaction Types - Typical interfaces support transaction types such as posted write, 

where once the write command is issued, it is assumed complete by the master, and non-
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posted reads and writes, where read data or a write acknowledgement is returned for 

every command. For higher throughput, interconnects also often support burst 

transactions, where multiple cycles of read or write data are transferred with a single 

command. 

Address Decoding - In most embedded systems, a master selects a given slave by 

reading or writing to an address within the slave's address range. In order to correctly 

route the transaction, the interconnect decodes the address, converting it into a destination 

ID. The least significant bits are carried unchanged to the slave, and are used by the 

slave to address an internal register or memory cell. 

Arbitration - If the system contains multiple masters, there is the possibility that more 

than one master simultaneously requests access to a shared resource, such as a slave 

interface or bus segment. To handle this, an interconnect provides an arbitration service, 

deciding which master gets access to the resource. 

Command and Write Data Routing - Once the destination slave interface has been 

determined, and the master has won the arbitration, the interconnect routes the command, 

and in the case of a write command, the data that goes along with it, to the correct slave 

interface. 

Response Routing - Once the slave has received the command and responded to it, the 

response must be routed back to the master. The response typically consists of read data 

or a write acknowledgement. 
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Adaptation - Adaptation refers to the service by which differences between master and 

slave interface implementation are accounted for. In many systems, the data widths of 

master and slave interfaces differ, with simple components having data widths of as 

narrow as 8 bits, and high-throughput components having data widths wider than 128 

bits. A transaction interconnect might provide a data width adaptation service, allowing 

components with different data widths to connect to one another. 

Clock Crossing - In many systems, different master and slave interfaces may be on 

different clock domains. In this case, the interconnect must include clock crossing logic 

that allows the command issued on one clock domain to be received by a slave on another 

clock domain, and the response from the slave on the second clock domain to be received 

by the master on the first. 

Atomic Operations - Atomic operations are those that must occur together without 

intervening transactions from another master. With a read-modify-write operation, for 

example, a master reads a register from a peripheral, modifies a bit-field, and writes back 

to the register. If a second master were to do a read-modify-write operation on a different 

field of the same register, and if it's read were between the first master's read and it's 

write back, the second master's write-back would effectively undo the first master's 

write, leading to functional incorrectness. 

To support atomic transactions, most protocols allow each master to assert a lock signal 

to indicate that the current transfer should not be separated from the following. 
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OCP and AXI also support an exclusive read/conditional write mechanism, where a 

master can perform a read linked operation, which sets a reservation monitor for the 

location. Requests from other threads are not blocked, but may clear the reservation 

monitor. A normal write from the original thread will clear the reservation. The same 

master later performs a conditional write operation to the same location. If the 

reservation is no longer in place, then the write operation is not performed, and a failure 

indication is returned to the master. If the write operation is successful, then the 

reservation is cleared. 

Transaction Ordering and Threading Support - Simple interconnect architectures are 

such that the response to commands are always returned to masters in the same order that 

they are issued: the interconnect and the slaves do not rearrange transactions to increase 

efficiency. For a shared bus architecture, a read operation that cannot be served right 

away results in wait states that not only reduce the throughput of the requesting master, 

but tie up the entire bus until the request can be serviced. 

For bus-based protocols such as AMBA's AHB, a split transaction allows the slave being 

read to indicate that the data is not yet available, so that the master tries again later, 

freeing up the bus for other masters to access other slaves while the original slave fulfills 

the request for the original master. 

For protocols that support concurrency like Avalon, OCP, and AXI, a split transaction 

isn't a useful mechanism, since other masters are free to transact with other slaves while 

the first master is waiting for read data. These protocols allow masters to have multiple 

outstanding requests, and the order of the responses to different masters can be 
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rearranged for throughput or efficiency. DDR memory, for example, is most efficient 

when reading and writing data to the same memory bank. A DDR controller that is free 

to rearrange data reads and writes to minimize bank switching can support higher 

memory throughput. Typically the responses to a given master, or to a given thread on 

that master, must be returned in the same order they were issued. 

OCP and AXI support a tag mechanism for out-of-order transaction completion. If a 

master issues transactions with the same tag, the interconnect must return the responses in 

the same order as they were issued. Transactions from different tags can be returned in 

any order, with the restriction that tagged transactions from the same thread cannot be re

ordered if the transaction is for overlapping address spaces. A master that doesn't 

support threads or tags is treated as a master with one thread and tag. 

Cache and Protection Support - Some protocols use extra signals to protect against 

illegal transactions. ASB, AHB, CoreConnect, OCP, and AXI all support signals to 

indicate the type of transfer, so that slaves can indicate if the transaction type is 

supported. Typically, it is up to the slaves or the interconnect to indicate an error if the 

master attempts an unsupported transaction. The protection related transaction types 

include the following. 

Instruction vs. data - Indicates to the slave or fabric if the transaction is a data or 

instruction fetch. Instruction transactions to non-memory slaves, or to non-

instruction regions of a memory can cause an exception. 
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User vs. privileged access - Indicates the processing mode. A privileged 

processing mode typically has a greater level of access within a system. 

Secure vs. non-secure - Indicates to the slave the transaction mode when a 

greater degree of differentiation between processing modes is required. 

Functional vs. debug -Indicates to the slave if the access is during normal 

operation or during debug mode. This is particularly useful to suppress read or 

write side effects (such as popping data from a FIFO) while debugging. 

Some protocols also provide specific signals for system level caching and performance 

enhancement, in a manner similar to protection. The type of information signaled by 

caching and performance enhancement signals include the following: 

Bufferable -This flag indicates that a write transaction can be buffered for an 

arbitrary number of cycles before reaching it's final destination. It also implies 

that a bridge or system level cache can return a response to the master on behalf 

of the ultimate destination. If a transaction is not bufferable, then the write 

response can be provided only by the final destination. 

Cacheable - Indicates that the transaction at the final destination does not have to 

match the original transaction, allowing a number of different writes to be merged 

together, or reads to be pre-fetched. 

Allocate - For cacheable transactions, one bit for read and bit one for write 

indicates if the address in the transaction should be allocated for future read and 

write transactions. 
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Write Through Storage - If asserted, write accesses must write-through to 

memory instead of only writing to the cache. 

Memory Coherent Storage - Specifies whether the access must be performed 

such that it maintains memory coherence with the rest of the system. 

Errors - A number of protocols allow the interconnect or slave devices to signal errors, 

such as data bus or address parity errors, read or write errors, decode errors where there is 

no slave at the indicated address, slave errors where the command has reached the slave, 

and the slave is returning an error condition, or a timeout where no response is received 

before a timer expires. It is important that the error has enough information to allow the 

master to determine which of the possibly many outstanding transactions caused the 

error. 

2.1.6 Transaction Interconnect Topologies 

The interconnect topology defines the physical structure of the interconnect, and has a 

significant impact on the performance that a transaction layer can offer. This section 

describes some of the more common SoC interconnect topologies. 

2.1.6.1 Shared Bus 

The shared bus, shown in Figure 4, is one of the earliest on-chip communication 

mechanisms, and is modeled after inter-chip processor busses. It is one of the simplest 

ways to move on-chip data [19]. 
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Original shared bus implementations such as the AMBA ASB bus are similar to 

traditional off-chip busses in that control signals are fanned out to all slaves, and tristate 

data signals are driven by the active master during writes, and by the selected slave 

during reads. When multiple masters are used, each master asserts a request signal to the 

central arbiter, which makes a scheduling decision before the transfer can begin [12]. 

Using tristate signals limits the maximum operating frequency because of the capacitive 

loading of high fan-out signals. In addition, to allow time for the master or slave to finish 

driving the bus, idle cycles are inserted every time a new master is granted access. 

Tristate bus implementations have been largely replaced by multiplexer-based 

implementations, and tristate signals have not been available in mainstream FPGA device 

famihes for years. 

Unlike a tristate implementation, typical multiplexer-based implementations like AHB, 

shown in Figure 5, uses multiplexers controlled by the arbiter and address decoder to 

route data and control, and tristate drivers are required. The capacitive loading and 

energy consumption is reduced because only the multiplexers drive high fan-out signals. 
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In addition, there is no chance of multiple drivers driving a signal, so idle cycles for tri-

state driver turn-off time is not required. 
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Figure 5 - Shared Bus Topology Multiplexer Implementation 

Although shared bus structures support multiple masters, a master executing a transaction 

is driving data and control to all the devices on the bus, forcing other masters to wait until 

the transaction is complete. If a processor has separate interfaces for instruction and data, 

this topology prevents an instruction fetch and a data operation from occurring 

simultaneously. Because high fan-out and deep multiplexer logic add delays, shared bus 

structures tend to not be very scalable. The physical wires also tend to be long, adding 

more delay. 

2.1.6.2 Hierarchical Bus 

A hierarchical bus topology such as that shown in Figure 6 is a refinement of the shared 

bus, with bridges to connect busses at different hierarchy levels. Instead of having all of 

the slave interfaces on the same bus segment, seldom-accessed slaves are placed on low-

performance bus segments, and bridges are used to connect the segments. 
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Figure 6 - Two-level Hierarchical Bus 

Hierarchical busses reduce the number of components on any one segment, lowering fan-

out and logic delays, and allowing the bus frequency to be increased. With low 

performance components on a separate bus segment, the logic to adapt to a narrower data 

width or to a slow clock domain can be instantiated once at the bridge, and can be shared 

by all of the components on the low performance segment. Since the components on the 

low performance segment are accessed less often, the additional latency is often worth 

the performance gain. 

2.1.6.3 Segmented Bus 

The segmented bus topology is similar to the hierarchical bus topology, except that 

different segments can have masters, slaves, or a combination. Bidirectional bridges are 

used to allow masters on one segment to access slaves on other segments. When a master 

accesses a slave on a segment other than its own, both segments are tied up for the 

duration of the transfer. If there is a master on the segment being accessed, that master 

cannot proceed until the other transaction is complete. 
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Figure 7 - Segmented hierarchical bus 

The topology shown in Figure 7 is referred to as a segmented hierarchical topology. 

Here, each master has its own high-performance segment, and uses a bridge to access a 

shared low-performance segment or another processor's segment. Careful segmentation 

results in a system where a master on a given segment spends most of its time accessing 

slaves on the same segment. As long as two masters on different segments are accessing 

slaves on their own segment, operations can occur concurrently, and throughput is 

increased. 

The cost of a segmented bus is higher than a non-segmented bus, because address 

decoding and arbitration logic is replicated. Performance for a segmented bus with N 

masters is up to N times that of a shared bus, as long as the masters seldom access the 

same resource. 
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2.1.6A Cross-Connect 

A full cross-connect topology such as that shown in Figure 8 can be thought of as a 

segmented bus where every master and slave has it's own bus segment, and there is a 

bridge from every bus segment to every other bus segment. As long as no two masters 

are trying to access the same slave at a given instant, full concurrency can be supported. 

In addition, all connections are point-to-point, reducing fan-in and fan-out to one, and 

minimizing capacitive loading. 
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Figure 8 - Cross-connect Topology 

Full cross-connects are low latency and non-blocking, but have the disadvantage of being 

expensive because the arbitration and multiplexing logic is replicated for every slave 

interface [19]. Slave-side arbitration is a cross-connect topology implementation where 

the arbitration logic is implemented independently for each slave interface, allowing a 

different arbitration algorithm at each slave. 
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2.1.6.5 Separation of Command, Response, and Data 

Modern on-chip transaction specifications such as OCP and AXI separate the command, 

response, and data portions of the interface to allow for greater throughput and flexibility 

in implementation. 

With OCP, master interfaces are connected to matching slave interfaces on the 

interconnect using three channels. For every write command a master pushes to the 

command channel, it pushes data to the write data channel. For read commands, a 

response is eventually pushed back to the master via the response channel. 

AXI, goes one step further, and has five channels instead of three, each with an identical 

but independent handshake. This allows for higher performance because any given 

master or slave can be writing and reading at the same instant. The five channels are 

listed below. 

Write Address Channel - Carries all of the address and control information 

required for a write transaction. 

Write Data Channel - Carries all of the write data for a write transaction. 

Write Response Channel - Provides a way for the slave to respond to write 

transactions. All write transactions require a response. 

Read Address Channel - Carries all of the address and control information 

required for a write transaction. 
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Read Response Channel - Conveys both the read data and read response 

information from the slave back to the master. 

2.1.7 Arbitration 

Arbitration algorithms are used to determine which masters get access to a given shared 

resource. Arbitration algorithms can be complex, and given a set of masters competing 

for a resource, it is not uncommon for the arbitration logic to take a number of clock 

cycles to determine which master wins the resource. Arbitration cost can be defined as 

the number of clock cycles it takes to make an arbitration decision. An arbitration cost of 

zero refers to an arbitration scheme where the result of the arbitration is delivered in the 

same cycle as the requests. This section briefly describes the most common arbitration 

algorithms. 

Fixed Priority - With a fixed priority arbitration scheme, the relative priority of each of 

the masters is constant, such that a higher priority master always wins arbitration when 

competing with lower priority masters. The advantage of fixed priority arbitration is the 

simplicity of its implementation and the low cost in terms of device resources. 

Starvation refers to the condition where the arbiter prevents a given master from getting 

even minimal access to a shared resource. With fixed priority arbitration, as long as a 

high priority master is trying to access a slave, there is no possibility for the low priority 

master to transfer any data at all. In a typical embedded system, it is desirable for even 

low priority masters to be allocated a non-zero share of the total available bandwidth. 
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Round Robin - Round robin is a best effort arbitration scheme where each master gets 

a turn to use the resource. If a master misses its turn, it must wait until the next turn. 

Most round robin arbitration schemes implement work conserving round robin, where if 

a master doesn't take its turn, the next master can use the turn instead of it going to waste. 

As with other best effort schemes, the bandwidth available to any given master cannot be 

guaranteed. Both round robin and work conserving round robin arbitration schemes are 

relatively easy to implement and have a low cost. 

When bursts are supported, round-robin arbitration is unfair, because there is no way to 

ensure that masters get the same throughput; they only get the same number of turns. If 

one master issues large write bursts every turn while another issues only small bursts, the 

first master gets a larger share of the available bandwidth. 

Weighted Round Robin - Weighted round robin is an extension of simple round robin 

that assigns a weight to each master contending for the resource, and the number of turns 

that each master gets is proportional to its weight. 

Weighted Fair Queue - Weighted fair queuing is a packet scheduling implementation 

intended to approximate ideal generalized processor sharing. With generalized 

processor sharing, each master has a separate transaction queue, and at any given time all 

the active masters have a portion of the available throughput according to their weight 

[20]. Since each master has its own queue, a master with a significant amount of data to 

send can coexist with other masters while still allowing them to be guaranteed a certain 

throughput [21]. Weighted fair queuing can approximate fairness between masters with 

different burst characteristics. 
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Fixed Time Division Multiplexing - With fixed time division multiplexing arbitration, 

each arbitration point maintains an arbitration schedule where each unique master has a 

reserved timeslot. The schedule can be such that some masters have more timeslots than 

others, providing them with higher throughput. Bursting masters can send only a portion 

of a burst in each timeslot, providing true fairness at the expense of complexity at the 

slaves due to the management of partial bursts in each slot. Fixed time domain 

multiplexing arbitration schemes commonly implement a mechanism that allows other 

masters to use cycles not used by the scheduled master. 

Lottery - In lottery arbitration systems, processes are each assigned some number of 

lottery tickets, and the scheduler draws a random ticket to select the next process. The 

distribution of tickets can be non-uniform to grant a given master more tickets to provide 

it with a higher chance of selection. 

Multi-level Arbitration - If the requirements of an embedded system cannot be met by a 

single arbitration scheme, the system can implement multi-level arbitration, where the 

winner of the first arbitration scheme is an arbiter itself, which then goes on to select its 

own winner. 

Consider, for example, the case of a resource with four high priority masters and four low 

priority masters. The two first stage round-robin arbiters might select from among the 

high priority masters and among the low priority masters respectively, and the second 

stage fixed priority arbiter selects the first stage high-priority arbiter over the low-priority 

arbiter whenever the high-priority arbiter is requesting. 
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Specifications such as CoreConnect's PLB allows each master to signal the priority of 

each transfer as one of four priority levels. The master can change the priority of the 

request at any time during the address cycle. 

2.1.8 Burst Transactions 

A burst is the term given to a transaction that includes more than a single unit of data. 

Burst transactions are used to amortize across multiple transfers the cost of an expensive 

operation such as an arbitration or an off-chip access. A burst write sent by a master 

typically includes the command, the address to write to, and multiple cycles worth of data 

as a single transaction unit. The response to a burst read command is typically multiple 

cycles worth of data returned to the master as a single unit. 

Consider a system where the arbiter can deliver one decision every two clock cycles, 

where the throughput of single cycle transfers is limited to one transfer every two cycles. 

If each master sends a burst with two or more cycles of data for every arbitration 

decision, then a transfer every cycle can be achieved. 

Bursts can also be either precise or imprecise. With precise bursts, the burst length 

provided at the beginning of the burst defines precisely the length of the burst: the master 

will send no more and no less than the number of transfers indicated. With imprecise 

bursts, the burst size is just a hint from the master regarding how long the transaction will 

continue, and only the last transfer, with an end of burst flag, can be interpreted with 

complete certainty [22]. 
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From the interconnect network's point of view, a burst is simply a mechanism to 

reserve the connection to a given resource. Upon beginning a write burst, the 

interconnect guarantees to the master that it will not be interrupted until the burst is 

complete. From a slave's point of view, bursts provide advance knowledge of how much 

data to expect or provide. 

One of the primary considerations for a burst implementation is the ordering of addresses 

within the burst. The most common burst address sequences are described below. 

Fixed - Fixed address bursting simply refers to the case where all of the data in the burst 

is destined for the same address, such as when pushing data into a FIFO. 

Incrementing - One of the most common burst addressing sequences is the incrementing 

burst, where each subsequent data transfer is to the address following that of the previous 

cycle. 

Wrapping - Memory devices commonly implement a wrapping burst, where the address 

wraps back to the previous burst boundary when it reaches the end of a burst boundary. 

This is equivalent to incrementing only the low order bits [23]. 

Wrapping bursts are efficient for processors with data or instruction caches. When a 

processor requests data that is not in the cache, the cache controller reads enough data 

from the memory to fill the entire cache line. For a processor with a cache line size of 64 

bytes, a cache miss causes 64 bytes to be read from memory. If the processor happens to 

have wanted data from address 12 when the cache miss occurred, an incrementing 

addressing burst issues read addresses 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, such that the data that 
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the processor is waiting for isn't available until the fourth datum is returned. With 

wrapping bursts, the issued address order is 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 0, 4, and 8, such that the 

data that the processor is waiting for is the first returned. 

Interleaved - With interleaved addressing, also referred to as exclusive-OR addressing, 

the address for subsequent accesses within the burst is calculated by XORing the address 

with a binary counter. As with wrapped bursts, the first memory location is accessed 

first, but it is then followed by the memory location whose address is common in all but 

the low order bit. This is followed by accesses whose addresses share all but the second-

most low order bit. An interleaved access pattern returns the requested word first as with 

a wrapping burst, but arranges the data to minimize the umber of accesses to an external 

memory, such as a DDR memory, increasing memory efficiency. 

2.2 Networks on chip 

Networks on chip are poised to revolutionize on-chip interconnects, especially for large 

System-on-Chips with many components. The basic idea behind Network On Chips is 

borrowed from traditional networks, and envisions on-chip router-based networks 

supporting packetized communication. Cores access the network by means of proper 

interfaces, and have their packets forwarded to the destination through a multi-hop 

routing path [24]. 

Network-on-chip technologies promise to address needs facing system-on-chip 

integrators by treating the system as a network of components [5]. The use of a well 

defined protocol stack allows the separation of computation from communication [25]. 

The different layers of a protocol stack are responsible for providing services to upper 
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layers in the same fashion as traditional local area or wide area networks. This 

approach has the advantages of structure and modularity, reducing resources and routing 

congestion by sharing wires. An on-chip network defines a standard network interface 

that components can plug into in much the same manner as cards plugging into a 

backplane bus. Networks also typically provide higher performance than buses because 

they are simpler to implement, and can support concurrent communications [26]. 

2.2.1 On-chip and off-chip networks differences and similarities 

The result of years of research into off-chip networks serves as a good starting point for 

investigation into on-chip networks. The following is a list of differences and similarities 

between on-chip and off-chip networks. 

Design-time specialization - The single most important characteristic of on-chip 

networks is the applicability of design-time specialization. Off-chip networks must be 

future-proofed, as the network interfaces and protocols must be designed such that they 

can support the needs of applications not yet dreamt of. With on-chip networks, the 

designer only needs to support the application that the chip is providing. The network 

layers and the services they provide can be tailored to and optimized for exactly the needs 

of the system being developed [25], and if a newer chip in the future needs different 

network services, it can implement a different network. 

Resource Constraints - On-chip networks differ from traditional inter-chip networks in 

that the resource constraints are much different. In off-chip networks, memory and 

computation power is relatively inexpensive, and processors are often used to implement 
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protocol stacks, while links are exceedingly constrained, and off-chip networks carry 

as much data as possible over a minimum of wires. In on-chip networks, the computing 

power available at each node is limited, but the number of links between nodes might 

number in the hundreds [25]. 

Flow control and Buffering - The networking nodes in inter-chip networks typically 

finish receiving an entire packet before beginning to send it to the next node [27]. With 

on-chip networks, the scarcity of resources dictates that per-node storage is kept to a 

minimum. Fortunately, on-chip wires are much shorter and much more reliable than off-

chip networks, allowing a reduction of buffer space and error detection and correction 

logic [25]. 

Reliable Communication - In traditional networks, the network links themselves are 

treated as unreliable, and the data link layer drops data at any time. A significant amount 

of processing power goes into ensuring reliable communications between nodes in the 

face of this unreliability [28]. On-chip wires provide a reliable communication medium, 

so on-chip networks can avoid the processing and overhead associated with providing 

reliability. 

Data ordering - Typical off-chip networks do not maintain packet ordering, meaning that 

the packets from one node to another may arrive in a different order than they were sent. 

For NoC network implementations, deterministic routing can be used to ensure that all 

packets from a source to a sink follow the same path, guaranteeing that they arrive in the 

same order. 
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Synchronization - With an on-chip network, all of the network nodes can share 

synchronization due to the small area of the network. Global synchronization allows for 

routing algorithms that can provide Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees [29]. 

Deadlock - Deadlock is the condition when two nodes cannot progress because each of 

them is waiting for some action from the other. The deadlocks that can occur in NoCs 

consist of routing-dependent deadlocks, where there is a cyclic dependency of resources 

created by the packets on the various paths in the network, and message-dependent 

deadlocks, which occur when interactions and dependencies are created between different 

message types at network endpoints when they share resources. For regular topologies, 

the use of restricted routing functions is an effective way to avoid routing-dependent 

deadlocks [25]. 
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Figure 9 - Message-dependant deadlock example [25] 

An example of message dependent deadlock is shown in Figure 9, where Master 1 is 

waiting for Slave 1 to accept request Req 1, and Slave 1 is trying to send a response to a 
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previous request, Resp 1. Resp 1 cannot be sent, however, since Resp 2 is using Link 

4, and Resp 2 cannot finish because Req 1 is blocking Link 1. In a network consisting of 

masters requests and slave responses, message dependant deadlock can be avoided by 

maintaining separate virtual networks, with separate buffers, for commands and 

responses [25]. 

2.2.2 Network Switching Algorithms 

One of the key functions of an on-chip network is to get packet from a source to a 

destination, often across a number of links. Switching algorithms that provide this 

function can be grouped into four classes: 

Circuit switching - Common in telecom applications, circuit switching is when a path or 

circuit is reserved prior to the transmission of data, and is maintained until the 

transmission is complete, at which time it is torn down. With circuit switching, the 

network resources are kept busy for the duration of the communication, and the time to 

set up a path can cause sizeable latency. 

Packet switching - With packet switching, the data stream is split into a number of 

packets, and the packets are sent individually across the network. At each network switch 

or router, the packet is completely buffered, and is held there while the node determines 

the next hop. This approach is also called store-and-forward, and can introduce 

significant non-deterministic latency due to the buffering at each node [5]. 

Cut-through switching - Cut-through switching is similar to packet switching, except 

that each node forwards the packet as soon as the amount of data received for a packet 
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reaches the cut-through threshold [30]. This reduces the latency seen by the packet, 

and the buffering required at each node, but increases the probability of blocking, since a 

packet may occupy several nodes. 

Wormhole Switching - Wormhole switching further segments packets into flow control 

units, or flits. The first flit in a packet reserves each node along the path to the 

destination, and the node is reserved until the last flit in the packet has been sent on its 

way. Wormhole switching requires minimal buffering at each node, and reduces the 

transport latency, but like cut-through switching, one packet may occupy several nodes 

along its path. 

2.2.3 Topologies 

The topic of network on chip topologies has been researched significantly, and different 

topologies have been found to have different advantages depending on the application. In 

this section, we present some of the most common NoC topologies. 

2.2.3.1 Bidirectional Mesh 

The bidirectional mesh, shown in Figure 10, is a regular two-dimensional grid topology 

with bidirectional connections between adjacent nodes. The mesh topology has been 

favored in NoCs because of its regularity and linear area growth with the number of 

nodes: there is always one switch per node [31] [32]. Meshes have a relatively large 

average network distance, which increases transaction latency and power consumption. 

Moreover, meshes tend to have concentrated areas of high traffic within the grid, which 

reduces concurrency. 
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Figure 10 - 2D Mesh Topology 

2.2.3.2 2D Torus 

A 2D torus such as that shown in Figure 11 extends a mesh by including wrap-around 

links between the rightmost and leftmost nodes on a given row, and the top and bottom 

nodes on a given column. This reduces average network latency and traffic 

concentration, at the expense of additional resources for the additional links [33]. 
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Figure 11 - 2D Torus Topology 
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2.2.3.3 Butterfly 

A k-ary n- flies butterfly network, also known as a fat tree, is a network with n stages of k-

radix switches. A four stage butterfly network with 2-radix switches is shown in Figure 

12. The switches and connections between them are arranged such that there is only one 

path from any input to any output. Conflicts in a butterfly network cause network 

saturation, while some of the connections cannot be serviced [32]. Increasing the radix of 

the switches increases cost, but reduces conflicts and lowers the network latency. 

Figure 12 - 2-ary 4-tlies butterfly network topology. 

2.2.3.4 Flattened Butterfly 

A flattened butterfly network can be constructed by taking a butterfly network and 

collapsing the nodes on a given row into a single switch, with higher radix, as shown in 

Figure 13. A flattened butterfly network requires fewer switches, but with a higher radix 
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switches, and supports multiple paths between any master and slave, which can reduce 

conflicts. Some connections also see a lower network latency. 

Figure 13 - 2D Flattened butterfly 

2.2.3.5 CIOS 

A Clos network is a multi-stage network with an odd number of stages, equivalent to two 

back-to-back butterfly networks. The input network can route data from an input to any 

middle stage, and the output network can route data from any middle stage to any output 

stage [34]. A Clos network has high latency than the other networks considered so far, 

but provides for multiple paths between any master and slave, which can reduce conflicts. 
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Figure 14 - S Stage Clos Network 

2.2.3.6 Separating Command & Response Networks 

Most of the NoCs proposed to date treat each IP core as a single node in the network that 

has a single bidirectional channel for the sending and receiving of data, and allows every 

node in the network to send and receive packets to and from every other node on the 

network. If the NoC is being used to support transactions, the network requirements can 

be simplified considerably by considering that master commands are only sent to slaves, 

and slave response packets are only sent to masters. If we remove the connections that 

are not used, this leaves us two completely independent networks, one for commands, 

and one for responses. 
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(a) Command Network (b) Response Network 

Figure 15-4 Master, 12 Slave Command & Response Butterfly Networks 

For example, if the 16 node network butterfly network shown in Figure 12 happened to 

consist of four masters and 12 slaves, it could be implemented as the two networks shown 

in Figure 15. Instead of the original 32 2x2 switches, each network now requires only 10 

switches, and two merge or join primitives, saving approximately a third of the network 

resources. In addition, congestion is reduced compared to the original, since only a 

portion of the traffic is on each network, and some nodes now see only 2 hops of latency, 

instead of three. Maintaining separate networks for commands and responses also 

prevents NoC deadlock [35]. 

2.3 Field Programmable Gate Arrays 

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are a mainstream technology for systems 

requiring custom logic. While FPGAs were originally used as glue logic between other 

devices, they are now used for system-on-chip designs in their own right. 
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2.3.1 FPGA Structure 

FPGAs typically consist of a largely homogenous array of logic elements (LEs) with 

programmable routing resources used to connect them [36]. The Stratix II device whose 

block diagram is shown in Figure 16 has its LEs grouped into Logic Array Blocks 

(LABs), as shown. At power up, an FPGA pulls a configuration bit stream from a 

memory device such as a flash memory, or is actively programmed with a bit stream by a 

processor. The bit stream populates an SRAM memory array that controls the function of 

each of the LEs and the routing resources themselves. 
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Figure 16 - Stratix U FPGA Block Diagram [36] 
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Figure 17 - Stratix n Logic Element [36] 

The simplified structure of a single logic element is shown in Figure 17. The 

combinational logic shown typically consists of a number of look up tables (LUTs) that 

treat the data input as bits of a memory address connected to a memory whose outputs 

become the outputs of the combinational logic. One of the roles of the configuration bit 

stream is to populate this LUT memory. In addition to the LUTs, each LE includes high 

performance carry chain logic for arithmetic operations, and a number of registers to 

optionally register the data at the output of the LE. The multiplexers shown in Figure 17 

are also configured by the configuration bit stream, and are used to control the routing of 

data as the chip is operating. 

The cost of an FPGA is usually higher per unit cost than custom ASICs, and FPGAs 

typically suffer from higher power consumption and lower throughput. Nonetheless, 

FPGAs are a popular choice because there is no Non Recurring Engineering (NRE) fee 
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for masks and tooling, and because a single FPGA can be reprogrammed repeatedly 

during system development, eliminating the risk of expensive ASIC re-spins when errors 

are found. 

2.3.2 FPGA Design Flow 

The FPGA design flow shown in Figure 18 is very similar to an ASIC design flow. Most 

of the design is done using a hardware description language such as VHDL or Verilog, 

and the HDL design is simulated with a testbench to ensure functional correctness. A 

synthesis tool is then used to synthesize the logic elements and connections required to 

implement the design, and a place and route tool is used to fit the design in a specific 

FPGA. Static timing analysis is used to ensure timing closure, and a timing simulation 

can optionally be used to verify functional correctness with timing information [37]. 
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Figure 18 - FPGA Design Flow [37] 
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The biggest advantage of an FPGA over an ASIC is that the design can be downloaded 

to the target device and tested in real hardware immediately after the implementation 

tools have finished compiling the design [37]. RTL simulations can be performed just as 

with ASICs, but being able to configure an actual device and provide real-time stimulus 

in the lab gives a great advantage during verification. When a design is targeted to an 

FPGA device, the timing analysis and fitting results from the tool chain are complete. 

With ASICs, designers must become used to piecemeal results as the separate steps of 

I/O insertion, boundary scan insertion, test circuitry insertion and block integration are 

performed. In FPGAs, due to a highly integrated environment, everything needed for the 

design is present. 

2.3.3 FPGA Considerations for NoC design 

When designing a System on Chip to be implemented on an FPGA, the system designer 

needs to tailor the interconnect to account for FPGA characteristics, such as the differing 

cost of resources and the differences in design flow. 

2.3.3.1 Logic Resources 

When considering an interconnect for an FPGA, one has to consider the resources 

available in the FPGA, and the cost associated with them. Unlike ASIC devices, where 

the Non-Recurring Engineering (NRE) charge associated with a design is a primary 

consideration, FPGAs have a minimal NRE charge, since they are programmed after 

being purchased, and can be re-programmed indefinitely. The cost per individual device, 

on the other hand, is considerably more expensive. 
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With FPGA devices, the logic available in a device is available whether or not it is 

used, and seldom is all of the logic an FPGA used. For example, if a given FPGA design 

uses 75% of the available Logic Elements, it might use only 60% of the registers, a small 

fraction of the routing resources, and possibly none of the embedded memory; the rest of 

the device goes to waste. According to [39], FPGAs use an average of 35x more logic 

than an ASIC for an equivalent design. 

Because of the relative cost of FPGA logic, one of the primary considerations for an 

FPGA targeted NoC is logic utilization. This means that an FPGA NoC can't afford 

heavyweight routers or switches. An FPGA NoC must provide it's services while 

consuming a minimum of logic. 

2.3.3.2 Routing Resources 

One of the proposed benefits of NoCs for on-chip communication is that wires can be 

used more efficiently by sharing them between many communication flows, such that 

while one client is idle, other clients can use the network resources [26]. On the other 

hand, modern FPGAs are relatively rich in routing resources; the device usually has 

enough routing resources to connect whatever logic the designer decides to use. In the 

case of FPGA NoCs, the logic required to share the wires may be more than the cost of 

the wires themselves. 

2.3.3.3 Floorplanning 

Another difference between the FPGA design flow and the ASIC design flow is that 

manual floorplanning is not part of the standard FPGA design flow. Anecdotal evidence 
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suggests that designers that manually floorplan their FPGA often end up with worse 

performance than if they let the automated tools run without a floorplan. Early in the 

NoC design flow presented in [26], the die is divided into IP core tiles and network logic. 

This way of thinking is especially appropriate to a topology like a 2D mesh or torus, 

where the network nodes are physically arranged in a 2D space. One of the problems 

found by the creators of the SoGBus mesh-based NoC was that the NoC nodes were 

placed arbitrarily rather than according to the mesh layout they had in mind while 

designing it [38]. When designing an FPGA-based NoC, it is important to consider the 

logical topology and it's effects on resource utilization, transport latency, and link 

congestion, but the physical layout of the topology on the device is a secondary 

consideration. 

2.4 Related Work 

In this section, we look at current solutions to on-chip FPGA interconnects, including the 

SoC integration tools provided by Altera and Xilinx, and FPGA based NoC 

implementations found in the literature. Figure 19 provides a summary of the frequency, 

resource utilization in terms of Look up Tables (LUTs), and the latency of a read 

operation for a number of interconnect implementations. Note that since different 

implementations have used different FPGA families with different performance 

characteristics, frequency is not a reliable indicator of interconnect performance. Also, 

the effective amount of logic in a LUT in different devices families varies by as much as 

25%, so those measurements should be taken as approximate as well. The information at 

[40] was used to convert Xilinx Logic Cells to Altera LUTs for comparison purposes. 
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Size 
(Mstrs x 
Slaves) 
2,2 

3,3 

4,4 

5,5 

7,7 

8,8 

16,16 

Source 

SOPC Builder 
(Cross-connect) 
Aethereal [41] 
(2D Mesh) 
SOPC Builder 
(Cross-connect) 
SOPC Builder 
(Cross-connect) 
Xilinx PLB 
(Bus) 
Nostrum [42] 
(2D Mesh) 
[43] 
(2D Mesh) 
[44] 
(Cross-connect, no NI) 
[32] 
(Unidirectional Mesh) 
[32] 
(Bidirectional Mesh) 
SoCBus [38] 
(2D Mesh) 
SOPC Builder 
(Cross-connect) 
Xilinx PLB 
(Bus) 
SOPC Builder 
(Cross-connect) 
Xilinx PLB 
(Cross-connect) 

Device 
Family 

Stratix III 

Virtex II 

Stratix III 

Stratix III 

VirtexIIP 

— 

Virtex II 

Virtex 4 

Virtex II 

Virtex II 

Virtex II 

Stratix III 

Virtex-IIP 

Stratix III 

Virtex-IIP 

Datapath 
(bits) 

32 

32 

32 

32 

64 

64 

8 

36 

32 

32 

32 

32 

64 

32 

64 

Freq. 
(MHz) 

322 

18 

230 

199 

145 

— 

~ 

272 

200 

200 

80 

138 

144 

91 

135 

Read 
Latency 
(Cycles) 
1 

>=3 

1 

1 

3 

110 

>=3 

6 

16 

8 

1 

3 

1 

3 

LUTs 

182 

3200 

359 

741 

604 

4945 

5652 

780 

648 

1206 

4700 

3230 

1178 

11838 

2221 

Figure 19 - Performance summary for existing solutions 

Altera's SOPC Builder is a tool that generates a transaction interconnect to support a 

user-specified-system. The interconnect uses a cross-connect with per-slave arbitration, 

which allows full concurrency. The SOPC Builder results presented in Figure 19 were 

arrived at by creating & compiling a number of designs with simple master and slave 

components, and then subtracting from the total the resources attributed to those masters 
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and slaves. The biggest problem with the SOPC Builder solution is it's scalability, as 

can bee seen in the figure. As the number of masters and slaves increases from 4 to 16, 

the frequency drops from 199 MHz to 91 MHz, and the resource usage increases 15x 

from 740 LUTs to 11*838 LUTs. 

The Xilinx PLB performance results were taken from [43]. The Xilinx PLB Arbiter 

solution provides a 64-bit shared bus with a centralized arbiter, and consists of a bus 

control unit, a watchdog timer, and separate address, write, and read data path units with 

three-cycle arbitration. With this centralized arbiter, the bandwidth available per master 

goes down as the number of masters increase, making large designs with many 

components impractical. 

A number of research papers have implemented 2D mesh networks on FPGAs. In [42], a 

2x2 Network on chip using the Nostrum protocol as described in [46] is implemented in a 

Stratix IIFPGA. The network interface components for a single interface in this network 

includes timeout and retransmission logic, and includes 7 finite state machines and 8 

FIFOs. The resource utilization is 4945 LUTs, larger than a complete 8x8 SOPC Builder 

interconnect, while the latency it provides for read transactions is on the order of 110 

clock cycles. The NoC FPGA interconnects in [43] and [44] also each present a NoC 

using 2D mesh topologies, where each node in the mesh has expensive per-network hop 

routing. Both of these have logic utilization higher than the equivalent full cross-connect 

from SOPC Builder, with higher latency due to the multi-hop network. 

In [41], an Aethereal NoC with a 32 bit data path is prototyped on a Virtex II FPGA. 

This design supports two nodes, each with a master and slave interface. The authors 
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report that the network uses about 5% of the logic available on the device, which 

translates into about 3200 LUTs, while operating at only 18MHz. This is an example of 

using an NoC targeted at ASIC implementation on an FPGA; the frequency is 17 times 

slower than that provided by the SOPC Builder tool, and requires 17 times the resources. 

In [32], the author implements a low-overhead, high-performance packet-switched 

network based on out split & merge primitives that supports 8 nodes, runs at 166 MHz, 

and uses approximately 20'000 LUTs. Included is an extensive analysis that considers 

different network topologies given an FPGA cost model. A subset of the presented 

findings is included in Figure 19, where it can be seen that the logic utilization for a 4 

input 4 output switch box alone based on this work is slightly less than the complete 4x4 

interconnect from SOPC Builder, and suffers from considerably more latency. 

The XPipes NoC, presented in [24], is a library of composable & tunable soft macros 

for the support of masters and slaves communicating via the OCP protocol. The 

XPipesCompiler tool can be used to assemble the XPipes primitives to provide an 

application specific NoC, and supporting arbitrary topologies. XPipes was designed with 

reliability in mind, and includes per-node CRC-based error detection with link-level 

acknowledgement & retry, and the switch implementation has both input buffers and 

output buffers, making it high latency and resource intensive, too heavy-weight for 

FPGAs. Although the XPipes macros themselves are not appropriate for FPGA designs, 

the approach providing a library of composable IP cores is very applicable to FPGAs, as 

it allows the FPGA System designer to use NoC components to tailor the network & 

topology to the application. 
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From our review of current on-chip FPGA interconnect solutions from industry, and of 

solutions presented in the literature, it is clear that there is not yet a compelling solution 

to the on-chip FPGA interconnect problem. A light weight, flexible, and high 

performance interconnect that is appropriate for FPGA costs and resource limitations is 

required. 



3. Merlin Architecture 

This section presents Merlin, a flexible, high performance, and light weight approach to 

on-chip FPGA interconnect. Merlin includes a collection of packet based primitives, a 

way to map transactions to packets, and algorithms for connecting components such that 

they provides the services required of a transaction interconnect. This chapter is 

organized into 5 sections. The first two sections describe the objectives of the Merlin 

interconnect, and the feature set that it needs to implement. The third section provides an 

overview of the architecture, including the protocol stack model. The fourth and fifth 

sections describe in detail the interfaces, primitives, and algorithms used to implement 

the interconnect. 

3.1 Objectives 

There are a number of goals and objectives to be met by the Merlin Architecture 

described here. The goals and objectives include: 

Resource Efficiency - Because of the comparatively high cost of resources in an 

FPGA, it is important that the interconnect is able to use resources efficiently. In 

particular, the interconnect should not use resources to support a given feature if 

54 
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the feature isn't required by the application. 

Performance - Merlin must support high performance systems, such that the 

interconnect does not become the performance bottleneck for reasonable 

topologies. What it means to support high performance depends on what the 

system itself is being optimized for. If the system is being designed for minimum 

software execution time on a given processor, Merlin must be able to provide a 

high frequency or low latency interconnect. 

Flexibility and Configurability - Since Merlin is a general purpose interconnect 

not targeted to any specific application, flexibility is of the utmost importance. 

The interconnect must be able to support a varying number of master and slave 

connections, various address and data widths, and different combinations of 

supported transactions. The interconnect must also allow system designers to 

make engineering tradeoffs, such as selecting an interconnect solution that can 

operate at high frequency at the expense of resource utilization and latency. 

Scalability - It is expected that as FPGAs continue to grow in size and 

complexity, the demands placed upon the system interconnect will also grow. 

Merlin must be able to scale well with system sizes. 

Heterogeneity - Merlin must support a mix of different masters and slaves in the 

same system, and must allow for adaptation between them. This includes masters 

and slaves with different data widths, with different burst characteristics, and with 

different timing characteristics. 
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3.2 Feature Set 

The interconnect described herein is intended to support the transaction services required 

by the Avalon MM, AMBA AHB, AMBA AXI, OCP, and Wishbone protocols, so that it 

can be used to connect cores using any of these interfaces. As such, it must support the 

functionality described below. 

Data width adaptation - The data width of a master or slave must be a power-of-

two number of bytes. Where a master and slave have different widths, the 

interconnect must be able to perform the conversion. 

Fixed and variable wait states - Slaves are able to declare the timing of their 

interface to use either fixed wait states, where the number of wait states for read 

and write transactions are defined at system generation time, or variable wait 

states, where a slave output signal is used to indicate to the fabric that the 

transaction must be held off. 

Pipelined reads - Pipelined slaves return the data independently of the issuance 

of the read command itself. The read response may be several cycles later. 

Burst transactions - Merlin must support burst read and write transactions, where 

the burst addressing can be sequential, interleaved, or to a fixed address. If the 

master and slave support different burst mechanisms, a conversion mechanism 

must be available. 

Zero-cycle arbitration - The Merlin interconnect must be able to make arbitration 

decisions using purely combinatorial logic, such that an arbitration decision is 
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rendered in the same cycle that requests are made. Making an arbitration 

decision in zero cycles means that the arbiter logic is combinatorial, and is often 

on the critical path with the address decoding and the data path multiplexing 

logic. Merlin must allow be able to support multi-cycle arbitration, which moves 

the arbitration logic off the critical path, and allows for higher frequency 

operation. 

Transaction Ordering -Merlin must be able to accommodate masters that require 

responses to commands to be returned in the same order they were issued. If the 

network can be relied upon to deliver packets in the same order as they are issued, 

the transaction layer needs concern itself only with ensuring that responses to 

commands that have been issued to different slaves are in order. 

Clock Domain Crossing - Merlin must be able to support masters and slaves on 

different clock domains, by providing light weight clock domain crossing logic. 

A dual clock FIFO clock crosser that which buffers the commands and responses 

should also be available to support higher throughputs at the expense of higher 

logic utilization. 

Pipeline Stage Insertion - For systems with a large number of masters and/or 

slaves, the achievable frequency is often less than that desired by the system 

designer. To allow for higher frequency operation, Merlin must provide a 

mechanism to break long critical paths into smaller segments, to allow for higher 

performance. 
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Error Responses - Merlin must include the ability to return error indications to 

a master, such that the master is aware when a transaction failed. 

Timeouts - Merlin must be able to support timeouts, where a transaction is 

automatically ended and a error code returned to the master when there is no 

response to a transaction. 

Flexible Arbitration Mechanism - System designers often need custom 

arbitration algorithms to suit their applications. For example, the arbitration for a 

DDR memory slave might consider the DDR memory banks that are currently 

open, and accepts transactions so as to maximize memory bandwidth. Merlin 

must allow user-provided arbiter components in place of the default ones. 

3.3 Architecture Overview 

The Merlin architecture is a layered architecture where the master and slave are peers, 

occupying the same position on the protocol stack. The benefits of a protocol-stack 

approach is that the implementations of components at different layers of the stack are 

independent of components at other layers. This means that the implementation of a 

switch component can be changed without affecting the other components, as long as 

they continue to provide packet transport functionality. 

Another significant benefit is that the components at different layers can be verified 

independently of one another. It is possible to test the implementation of a switch fabric 

with arbitrary packets, without requiring components to source and sink the packets. 
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Figure 20 - Interconnect Implementation 

Merlin's structure is shown in Figure 20. The master and slave communicate with each 

other using the Logical transaction connection made available by the interconnect, which 

allows the master to write to and read from the slave. From the master's point of view, it 

is communicating directly with the slave via the logical transaction connection. For 

example, when the master issues a read command, the slave receives the read command 

and responds with read data, perhaps after asking the master to wait. The master sees and 

responds to the wait indication, accepting the read data when it's available. Neither the 

master nor the slave are aware of the interconnect, whose purpose is to provide the 

logical transaction connection. 

In a similar fashion, the Master Network Interface (NI) and Slave Network Interface in 

Figure 20 are peers; the Master NI sends command packets to the Slave NI, and the Slave 
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NI sends response packets to the Master NI. Again, neither of them are aware of how 

the packets are being transported. 

It is important to note that the different layers of the protocol stack cannot depend on the 

specific implementation of the lower layer. For example, the network interface does not 

care how the packet transport mechanism works, as long as the packets are transported. 

This allows the characteristics of the packet transport layer, such as switch topology, 

pipelining, and arbitration, to be changed to suit the application without affecting the 

design of the master, slave, or network interfaces. 

With Merlin, parameters guiding the detailed implementation of each component is 

determined at interconnect generation time, as a function of the characteristics of the 

system being developed. The command packet switch, for example, might support a 32 

bit data path in one implementation, and a 64-bit data path in another. The response 

packet switch might be a purely combinatorial switch, optimizing for latency, or it might 

be heavily pipelined to achieve a high operating frequency. Likewise, implementations 

of Network Interfaces components depend on the system itself. In one system, the NIs 

may not need to support bursting at all, where in another system, they may need to 

support both interleaved and line wrapped bursts. In fact, since the NIs communicate 

with each other independently of the implementation of the switch, and since the switch 

carries packets without knowing what's in them, the packet format between the master NI 

and the slave NI can be different for different systems, or even for different segments in 

the same system. 
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3.4 Interfaces 

Figure 21 illustrates the interfaces that are present in the Merlin interconnect. Starting 

from the outside, the master presents a transaction interface, with which it issues 

transactions and collects responses. Likewise, the slave uses a transaction interface to 

accept and respond to commands. The interfaces on the switch side of the master NI and 

slave NI are identical, and are Transaction Packet interfaces. The Master NI and Slave 

NI must agree on the details of this interface type. The switch components see only 

Packet Transport interfaces. They accept packets on one side, and ensure delivery of 

those packets to the other side of the switch. 
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Figure 21 - Merlin Interfaces 

The astute observer will note that the transaction packet interface from the Master NI, 

and the packet transport interface on the switch to which it is connected are different 

interface types. Likewise the packet transport interface on the right side of the switch is 

different from the input of the Slave NI it is connected to. All of the information 

communicated between the master NI and the slave NI is carried as part of the data of a 
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packet; as long as the master and slave NI components agree on the data format inside 

the packet, they don't care how the packet is transported. 

3.4.1 Transaction Interfaces 

Masters and slave interfaces connect to the Merlin interconnect via Avalon MM Master 

and Slave interfaces, which are defined according to the Avalon Memory Mapped 

Specification [47]. The transaction interface is the interface that masters and slaves 

interact with to issue commands and responses, and is implemented such that masters and 

slaves can carry on transactions in a peer-to-peer fashion. It accepts commands from its 

master interfaces, and drives those commands to slave interfaces, collects responses from 

the slaves, and returns the responses to the masters. 

3.4.1.1 Avalon MM Signals 

The nature of the Avalon interface specification is such that there are a multitude of 

signal combinations and parameters that an interface can provide; the component 

designer can use active high or active low versions of many of the signals, can provide 

fixed wait-state responses instead of signaled wait state responses, and can support only a 

subset of the interface features, if required. The following is a list of the standard Avalon 

Memory Mapped signals; for more details, see reference [47]. 

Read - The single-bit read signal is asserted by the master while a read is being 

issued, and is held until the read has been accepted. 

Write - The single-bit write signal is asserted by the master during the beginning 

of a write operation, and is held until the write has been accepted. 
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Address - Address is a multi-bit signal driven by the master to indicate the 

destination for the transaction. This signal determines what slave interface the 

transaction gets routed to, and determines what data within the slave interface is 

being written to or read from. 

Writedata - The writedata signal carries the data from the master during write 

transactions. 

Readdata - The readdata signal carries the data returned to the master during read 

transactions. 

Byteenable - Byteenable is a multi-bit signal with a single bit for each data byte in 

the interface. During a write transaction, the n* bit in byteenable is asserted to 

indicate that the n* byte in writedata contains valid data, and that the other bytes 

in the writedata signal should be ignored. Likewise, for read operations, 

byteenable indicates which bytes in readdata are being fetched by the master; the 

other bytes will all be ignored. 

Burstcount - Burstcount is an optional multi-bit signal that indicates the size of a 

burst. Burstcount is only valid during the first cycle of a burst, and indicates the 

size of the burst in units of cycles to be transferred. Section 3.4.1.2 describes 

Avalon MM bursts in more detail. 

Waitrequest - Waitrequest is a signal in the slave-to-master direction that 

indicates that a transaction cannot be accepted. If a master attempts to write to a 
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slave while it is busy, the slave will assert waitrequest. The master must then 

wait until waitrequest is deasserted to continue. 

Readdatavalid - The readdatavalid signal is used to indicate to a master when the 

data from a previous read is available. Readdatavalid is asserted when the 

readdata signal is valid. Once the master issues a read command, it must be 

ready to accept the read data at any time. 

Begintransfer - Begintransfer is a convenience signal asserted for the slave at the 

beginning of every transfer. This signal is generated by the Avalon interconnect, 

and is not provided by the master. 

Beginbursttransfer - Beginbursttransfer is a convenience signal for the slave 

asserted at the beginning of every burst. This signal is generated by the Avalon 

interconnect, and is not provided by the master. 

3.4.1.2 Avalon MM Transactions 

This section describes the most important Avalon MM transactions that Merlin supports. 

Although information about these transactions is available from reference [47], they are 

described here because of their importance to the Merlin interconnect. 

Figure 22 illustrates simple Avalon MM read and write transactions. To begin a 

transaction, the read or write signal is asserted by the master. If the slave is not ready for 

the transfer, it responds within the same cycle by asserting waitrequest. For a write 

transaction, the transaction is complete as soon as waitrequest is deasserted for a cycle. 

For a read transaction, there are two cases: if the interface does not support 
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readdatavalid, the waitrequest signal is only deasserted once valid read data is 

available. If the slave does support the readdatavalid signal, then deassertion of 

waitrequest signal that the read command has been accepted; the read response is 

signaled independent of the read command. 
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readdata 

writedata 

Figure 22 - Simple Avalon MM Transactions [47] 
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Figure 23 illustrates a write burst as seen by an Avalon MM slave interface. As with 

the previous case, the write transaction is issued with the assertion of the write signal. 

During the same cycle, the burstcount and address signals are valid. The burstcount 

signal indicates the length of the burst, and the transaction is only complete once 

burstcount words of data have been transferred. The slave is able to pause a burst at any 

time by asserting waitrequest, and the master may pause a burst in the middle by 

deasserting the write signal. Regardless of how the transaction is paused, it does not 

complete until burstcount words have been transferred. Note that the slave can only rely 

on the burstcount and address signals during the first cycle of the transfer. 
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Figure 24 - Avalon MM Read Burst Transaction [47] 

Figure 24 illustrates a read burst as seen by an Avalon MM slave interface. The read 

transaction is issued with the assertion of the read signal, and the address and burstcount 

signals are valid while read is. Like the previous two transactions, the slave can delay 

accepting the read command by asserting waitrequest. Once the slave has accepted the 

read command, it must return burstcount words of data to the master. It does this by 
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asserting the readdatavalid signal with valid read data every time a cycle of read data 

is available. As shown in the illustration, the slave can pause the return of data for a 

given transaction. There is no way for a master to pause the data being returned by a 

slave once it has been requested. 

3.4.2 Transaction Packet Interfaces 

Transaction packet interfaces carry information about a transaction command or response 

as the payload of a packet. Command interfaces are completely compliant with the 

packet transport specification described below in section 3.4.3; they support all of the 

packet transport signals, and define the data signal to be a number of fields for carrying 

different pieces of information. A given transaction packet can be either a command or a 

response; the packet format for the two is the same. A transaction packet contains 

information such as the transaction type and address, the write or read data, the byte 

enable signals, and the packet's destination. 

Because of the flexibility demanded by the interconnect, the interface itself is 

parameterizable, such that the widths of fields within the packet are a function of the 

characteristics of the masters and slaves being connected. Two components can 

communicate across a packet transaction interface only if they agree about the width of 

each of the fields. Components such as a width adapter can be used to convert from a 

transaction packet interface with one set of parameters to another. 
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3.4.2.1 Packet Fields 

The fields in the payload of a command or response transaction packet include the 

following: 

Data - The data being written or returned in the case of write and read 

transaction, respectively. This consists of a number of n-bit symbols, where both 

the width of the symbols and the number carried per cycle are dependant on 

parameters. 

Byteenable — Byteenable contains a bit for each symbol in the data field. For 

writes, each bit in the byteenable signal indicates that the corresponding symbol is 

being written to. For reads, each bit in byteenable indicates that the 

corresponding symbol is being read from. 

Address - The byte address of the transaction. A portion of the address is used to 

determine what slave to send the packet to, and a portion is passed onto the slave 

itself for internal addressing. 

Size - The size field carries the remaining size of the transaction, in bytes, 

rounded up to be a multiple of the data width. For multi-cycle burst transactions, 

the size is always the remaining size of the burst. If byte enables indicate unused 

data bytes in the middle of the burst, the burst size indicates the number of bytes 

until the last cycle in the burst, regardless of byte enables. 

Command - The command field indicates the command to be executed at the 

slave, such as read, posted write, etc. 
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Destination -The destination field indicates the packet's destination. In the 

case of a packet containing a command, this is the slave ID, an identifier that 

uniquely identifies the slave interface that the command is destined for. In the 

case of a packet containing a response, this is the master ID, which uniquely 

identifies the master that this response is intended for. 

Source - The source field indicates where the packet came from. This contains 

the master ID of the master that issues a command, or the Slave ID of the slave 

that is returning a response. 

3.4.2.2 Packet Format 

The packet is constructed such that for packets that contain multiple cycles worth of data, 

each cycle contains all of the information required to do a single cycle command. 

The example shown in Figure 25 is a 6-byte write burst to address 0x010040, where 

symbols are 8 bits wide. Throughout the packet, the 'src' field indicates that this 

command is from master 1, 'dest' indicates that it's to slave 3, and 'cmd' is 'WR', 

indicating a posted write. During the first cycle of the packet, labeled cycle 0, the burst 

size field indicates that there are 8 bytes remaining in the transaction. The 32 bit data 

field is used to send the data '01 02 03 04', with all bytes valid. On the second cycle, the 

master and command are the same, but there are now only four bytes left in the 

transaction, and the packet fragment is destined for address 0x010044. The data field 

includes enabled data '05' and '06', as well as two bytes that are disabled. Note that 
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even though the last cycle only includes 2 bytes of valid data, the size field is four, 

because there are a total of four enabled and non-enabled bytes. 

Cycle 1 

Cycle 0 

Figure 25 - Example Write Command Packet 

Figure 26 and Figure 27 illustrate a read burst command and response, respectively. The 

command packet is four cycles long, with one cycle to request each four-byte transaction. 

Throughout the packet, the destination field indicates that this is for slave #3, and the 

source field indicates that this is from master #1. During the first cycle, the size field 

indicates that the remaining number of bytes being requested is 16, and this field 

decrements throughout the burst command, while at the same time increments the 

address. The data field contains no data, since this is a read command. 
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Cycle 2 

Cycle 1 

Cycle 0 

Figure 26 - Example Read Burst Command Packet 

The read response packet is nearly identical to the command packet. The command, size, 

address, and byteenable fields are the same as in the original packet, and the source and 
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destination fields are reversed, since this packet is now from the slave and to the 

master. The data field is now filled with the read data. 

Cycle 3 

Cycle 2 

Cycle 1 

Cycle 0 

Figure 27 - Example Read Burst Response Packet 

3.4.2.3 Performance and resource utilization tradeoffs 

At a first glance, there are a couple of things about the packet format described above that 
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be unused, which isn't any more efficient, or the fields would be reused to carry other 

information. 

If the fields were reused to carry other information, then in addition to the extra logic to 

multiplex data onto and off of those signals, each cycle of the transaction would not be 

able to stand alone, and multiple cycles would have to be received before enough was 

known about the transaction to present it to the slave, increasing effective latency. 

Depending on what information was carried, this might also make single-cycle 

transactions impossible, since only some of the required information would be present in 

each cycle. 

Simply leaving the fields unused would be less work for the master network interfaces, 

since they wouldn't need to increase the address field and decrease the size field 

throughout the packet. If the masters don't do this computation, however, each slave 

would need to do it, because each slave still needs to know the address that each word of 

data goes to or comes from, and they need to know the remaining burst size. In typical 

systems, the slaves outnumber the masters. Requiring masters to replicate control 

information in subsequent cycles of a command packet complicates the master's network 

interface design at the expense of increased logic, but reduces the complexity of the 

slaves. 

It is also true that not all of the fields in the packet are strictly necessary for all slaves 

and/or masters that receive them. For example, masters typically don't need to know the 

source, size, address, or byte enable fields of the response packet. With modern FPGA 

synthesis tools, the net list optimization algorithm removes all logic that contributes to 
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nodes that aren't used by downstream logic [48] [49]. Defining these fields in the 

packet format makes the information available to components that need it, while the 

synthesis optimization algorithms ensure that the price for the logic isn't paid if the 

information isn't used. 

3.4.3 Packet Transport Interfaces 

The packet transport interface is used to transfer packets between two components on the 

FPGA. The transport interface is agnostic to the information being carried in the packet 

itself. One side of the transport mechanism's interfaces acts as a packet sink, accepting 

packets from another component, while the other interface acts as a source, providing 

packets to another component. The packet transport interface used by Merlin is based on 

the Avalon Streaming interface described in [47]. 

3.4.3.1 Signals 

The following signals are used by the Packet Transport interface to transfer packets 

between a source and a sink. 

Ready - Ready is a single-bit signal from the sink back to the source, asserted by 

the sink when it is able accept data. Nothing is transferred on clock cycles where 

ready is deasserted. 

Valid - Valid is a single bit signal from the source to the sink indicating when the 

source has valid data. Nothing is transferred on cycles when valid isn't asserted 

by the source. A transfer of data and control signals only occurs when both the 

sink asserts ready and the source asserts valid. 
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Startofpacket - Startofpacket is asserted high to mark the cycle containing the 

start of the packet. 

Endofpacket - Endofpacket is asserted high to mark the cycle containing the end 

of the packet. 

Channel - Channel is a multi-bit signal indicating the destination for the data 

carried in the current cycle. While the Avalon Streaming specification allows 

packet interleaving where a complete or partial packet can be sent for a given 

channel before switching to a packet segment for a different channel, Merlin only 

transfers complete packets. This simplifies the implementation of the Slave and 

Master network interfaces, and guarantees that a burst transaction encapsulated in 

a packet isn't interrupted. To allow the high performance arbiter implementation 

described in section 4.3.1.3, Merlin uses one-hot coding of the packet's 

destination, where each bit in the channel signal is a packet destination, and only 

the bit for the intended destination is asserted high. 

Data - The data signal carries the packet payload being transferred by the 

interface. The width of this data can be parameterized. 

3.5 Components 

The Merlin interconnect is composed of a number of individual components that support 

the interfaces described above, such that they can be interchanged and connected in 

different ways. This section describes each of the components, and describes its 

functionality and the services it provides. Although not mentioned in the individual 
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sections, the design of most components are such that a command or a response shows 

up at the component's output in the same cycle that it arrives at its input, allowing a 

purely combinatorial (zero clock cycle) delay through the entire interconnect. Timing-

specific components such as the register stage and FIFO can be used to break the long 

combinatorial path, allowing for higher frequency, at the expense of higher latency. The 

components typical of a Merlin system are shown in Figure 28. 
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3.5.1 Master Network Interface Component 

There is a Master Network Interface (MNI) component such as that shown in Figure 28 

for every master in the system. The MNI is responsible for accepting a command from a 

master, and converting it into a packet to transport to a slave's network interface. It is 

also responsible for accepting a response packet, and converting that into a response to 

the master's request. The services provided by the MNI are listed below. It is worth 

noting that any given system implementation may only require a subset of the services 
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available, in which case support for services can be disabled, decreasing 

implementation cost. 

Protocol Translation - Interfaces such as Avalon MM have a multitude of options, such 

as whether control signals are active high or low, and whether or not to take advantage of 

optional features such as pipelined reads and bursts. The MNI is responsible for 

translating the variation used by the master into a common format. 

Command Packet Creation - The MNI is responsible for constructing a command packet 

such as that described in section 3.4.2. To keep latency to a minimum, it is important that 

the first cycle of the packet can be constructed combinatorially, such that the cycle that 

the master presents the transaction to the network interface is the same cycle that the 

beginning of the packet is pushed into the downstream component. 

Address Decoding - Masters send commands in terms of write and read transactions to a 

given address. The address decode logic in the MNI encapsulates all of the information 

about the master's address map. This consists of a combinatorial function that uses the 

address bits to determine the endpoint for the transaction, and drives the channel signals 

indicating this end node. 

Timing Control - The MNI must provide for the timing control of the master. This 

means causing the master to wait when the network isn't ready for a new command, and 

for indicating to a master when read data and other responses are available. 

Transaction Ordering Control - It is common for masters to require that responses to 

commands are received in the order in which they were issued. For masters with this 
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requirement, the MNI must guarantee that the response order requirements are met. 

Since the packet transport layer guarantees that command and response packets are 

delivered in order, and the slave guarantees that it will respond to commands in the order 

that they were received, the Master NI needs only to endure that responses from 

commands issued to two different slaves are returned to the master in order. The 

requirements can be met by never allowing commands that might result in out of order 

responses to be issued, or by reordering out-of-order responses for the masters' 

consumption. 

Response Packet Termination - The MNI receives a response packet such as that 

described in section 3.4.2, and presents the master with response information and timing 

control. For posted writes, there is no response packet, and the response termination 

function does nothing. For non-posted write transactions, the response consists of only a 

transaction complete indication, and the waitrequest signal to the master is held asserted 

high until the response is received. For non-posted reads and posted reads, the 

waitrequest and readdatavalid signals respectively are high until the response packet 

with the read data is received. 

Timeout Watchdog - The timeout watchdog starts a timer every time a command packet 

is issued. If the timer runs out before the corresponding response packet is received, the 

transaction is cancelled, and the master is informed via the bus error signal. 

Bus error detection and reporting - It is up to the MNI to provide for bus error detection 

and reporting, such as the case of a master issuing a command to an address with no 

slave, or a transaction timeout expiring before an expected response has been received. 
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3.5.2 Slave Network Interface 

This section describes the implementation of the Slave Network Interface (SNI) 

component shown in Figure 28. This component is responsible for accepting command 

packets from the fabric, driving those packets to the slave using transaction layer signals, 

and collecting the response from the slave to create the response packet. The 

responsibility of the SNI includes the following: 

Protocol Translation - As with the MNI, the SNI must translate the variation used by the 

master into a common format that can be used by the network. 

Command Packet Termination - The command packet termination logic accepts and 

decodes the command packet, and drives the command to the slave. 

Response Packet Creation - The SNI creates a response packet such as that described in 

section 3.4.2 to send back to the master. For posted writes, there is no response packet, 

and the response creation logic does nothing. For non-posted write transactions, as soon 

as the packet is accepted by the slave, a response packet is send back with an unused data 

field. For read transactions, a response packet containing the read data is sent back as 

soon as the data is available. 

Response Destination Synthesis - Unlike in the master case, a slave does not provide the 

address of the master to send the response to; it simply responds to the command. It is up 

to the SNI to keep track of which master sent the command, and to ensure that the 

response goes to the right place. 
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Timing Control - The Network Interface must provide for the timing control of the 

slave. This corresponds to driving the control signals at the appropriate time, and 

responding to signals such as waitrequest and readdatavalid. In addition, with most 

slave implementations, once a command has been issued to the slave, the response cannot 

be backpressured, meaning that the SNI must be able to store the response temporarily in 

case the fabric is busy. 

3.5.3 Width Adapter 

The role of a width adapter in a Merlin system is to convert command or response 

packets at one data width into command or response packets at a different data width. 

For example, a network interface for a 32-bit master will issue command packets with 32 

bits of the data signal reserved for write data. If the configuration of the fabric is such 

that the write data portion of the packet is 64 bits wide, then data width translation is 

necessary. 

The width adapter, in addition to rearranging the write or read data in a packet, must 

ensure that the resulting addresses and burst count indications are correct. Consider, for 

example, a 32 bit to 16 bit width adapter. If a packet arrives containing a single 32-bit 

write to address 0x800, the width adapter must issue a packet on the output side 

containing a 16 bit write to address 0x800 followed by a 16 bit write to address 0x802. 

3.5.4 Burst Adapter 

In a heterogeneous system, there will be a mix of masters and slaves that support 

different burst characteristics, where a burst is simply a collection of transfers that are 
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being carried out as a unit. With a Merlin interconnect, bursts are used to accomplish 

two things. First, all transactions within a burst are kept together, and are not interrupted 

by other transactions, and second, at any point within a burst, the component receiving 

the burst knows how much data remains in the burst. Components such as DDR memory 

controllers operate more efficiently when they read or write multiple cycles to a single 

memory bank. In order to realize this efficiency gain, the memory controller needs to 

know at the beginning of a burst how much data will be available. 

The role of a burst adapter is essentially to convert from one burst type or burst size to 

another burst type or burst size. For example, if a master issues an 8-cycle write burst to 

a slave that doesn't support bursting, the burst adapter must break the burst into 

individual transactions. If the master instead issued an 8-cycle read burst, the burst 

adapter would have to issue 8 individual transactions, and would also have to collect the 

eight responses into a single response packet. 

The services provided by a burst adapter include the following: 

Command segmentation - When considering the burst adaptation required for a 

command, there are three cases to consider. 

(a) Burst size and addressing type match - In the first case, the addressing type in 

the arriving burst matches that of the slave, and the size of the burst is less than 

the slave's maximum burst size. In this case, there's no work for the burst adapter 

to do. 
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(b) Burst size mismatch - In the second case, the master and slave agree on the 

burst addressing scheme, but the burst from the master is larger than the slave's 

maximum burst size. In this case, the burst must be segmented into smaller 

bursts. 

(c) Addressing scheme mismatch - In the third case, the addressing of the burst 

set by the master is different than that expected by the slave. For example, the 

master might have issued an 8 cycle line-wrapped burst starting at word three, 

which wraps back to word 0 after word 7. If the slave happens to do sequential 

bursts, it will expect an 8-cycle burst starting at offset 3 to continue until offset 

11. In this case, the burst adapter segments the original burst into two smaller 

bursts; one 5-cycle burst starting at address 3, and a second 3-cycle burst starting 

at word 0. 

Response reassembly - In the case of read bursts, if the master requested a read burst of 

eight cycles, and the burst was broken up into smaller parts, the burst adapter must 

reassemble the slave burst responses into a single burst response for the master. 

3.5.5 Twin Fabric 

The role of the twin fabric in Figure 28 is to route command and response packets from 

masters to slaves and back. The 'twin' prefix comes from the fact that the twin fabric 

really implements two unidirectional fabrics. There is an input on the command fabric 

for every master, and an output for every slave. Likewise, there is an input on the 

response fabric for every slave, and an output for every master. The twin fabric provides 
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packet transport services for communicating between network interfaces. The services 

provided by the transport layer include the following. 

Unidirectional Packet Transport - The twin fabric provides unidirectional packet 

transport from input to output interfaces. The user of the fabric can push packets into any 

input interface, and the transport layer will deliver that packet to the output interface 

indicated by the channel signal. 

Arbitration and Backpressure - If multiple inputs are sending packets to the same output 

interface, the fabric performs arbitration such that the output interface gets the packet 

from the winner of the arbitration. The input interface that loses the arbitration is 

backpressured until it can send its packet. If an output interface is busy for any reason, 

the transport layer manages the backpressure and control signals such that any input 

interfaces that are trying to send packets to a backpressured output interface are 

themselves backpressured appropriately. 

Source to sink packet ordering - The fabric guarantees that the packets sent by a source 

to a sink will be delivered in the order in which they were sent. Unless arbiterlock is 

used, the fabric does not guarantee that packets from other inputs will not be delivered 

between packets from the original input. 

Complete Packets - The fabric guarantees that output interfaces will never see 

incomplete packets. If an input interface wins arbitration, then the transport layer will 

allow it to send a packet to the selected output interface until the packet is complete. An 

in-flight packet is never interrupted for another packet. 
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3.5.6 FIFOs 

Although not shown in Figure 28, First In First Out queues, or FIFOs, can be used 

between components to buffer command and response packets. FIFOs can be used when 

the data width of the master is less than the common data width of the network. Without 

a FIFO, a narrow master might win arbitration for the slave of interest, but only provide 

data slowly across the network, tying up network resources. With the FIFO, the 

command message can be in the FIFO in its entirety before arbitration is granted. 

Additionally, dual clock FIFOs can be used to support masters and slaves on different 

clock domains. 

3.5.7 Register Stage 

The register stage component is intended solely to break a critical path into multiple 

segments to allow for higher frequency operation, at the expense of latency. In order to 

ensure that the critical path is broken in both the data and backpressure direction with no 

throughput penalty, the register stage must store two cycles worth of data, and there can 

be no combinatorial path from the input side of the register to the output side, and vice 

versa. Addition of a register state, of course, means that the path no longer supports zero-

cycle latency. 

3.6 Assembly Algorithms 

To assemble a Merlin interconnect, a collections of algorithms are used to manipulate the 

original system description, which captures the designers intent, replacing it with a 

system in which the interconnect is fully implemented. Instead of having a single 
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monolithic algorithm that implements the entire system, a number of small algorithms 

are used, each of which gets the system closer to it's end implementation. 

This section describes some of the potential algorithms that would belong to a full Merlin 

implementation. 
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Figure 29 - Effect of Domain Definition Algorithm 

Interconnect Domain Definition - The role of an interconnect domain algorithm is to 

determine how many interconnects are needed, and how they should connect to the 

modules in the system. Consider, for example, the system shown in Figure 29(a), where 

a pair of masters are both connected to slave 0 and a bridge, the bridge is connected to 

three components, and a third master is connected to one of the components behind the 

bridge and an additional slave component. The Interconnect Domain Definition 

algorithm would determine that one interconnect needs to support master 0 and master 1, 

while a second one is needed to support the bridge and master 2. The algorithm would 
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thus return the system shown in Figure 29(b), which has the interconnect domains 

defined. 

Network Creation - For each interconnect block, a Network Creation Algorithm could 

insert and configure the fabric all of the network interfaces, and return a system that has 

the twin fabric and network interfaces, and that provides the desired packet connectivity, 

such as that shown in Figure 30. 
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Figure 30 - Effect of Network Creation Algorithm 

Network Topology Creation- In the case of the preceding example, Master 2 never needs 

to communicate with slave 1, allowing a topology that doesn't include that connection. 

The Network Topology creation algorithm takes into consideration the requirements of 

the twin fabric, and assembles the network topology using the available primitives. For 

example, Figure 31 illustrates a topology that supports interconnect 1 from the system in 

Figure 29(a) using simple split & join primitives. 
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Figure 31 - Effect of Network Topology Creation Algorithm 

Clock Crossing Logic Insertion - A clock crossing logic insertion algorithm would be 

responsible for adding clock crossing logic such as handshake modules or a dual clock 

FIFOs to the network to take care of the case where masters and slaves are on different 

clock domains. Considering the system from Figure 29(a), if master 2 and slave 4 

happened to be on a different clock domain than the other components being supported 

by that interconnect, the clock crossing logic insertion algorithm might put a dual clock 

FIFO between SI and J2, and between S2 and Jl from Figure 31. This would allow 

command and response packets to be exchanged between master 2 and slave 3, even 

though they are different clock domains. 



4. Merlin Prototype Implementation 

This chapter presents a prototype Merlin implementation which demonstrates a single-

processor system communicating with a number of slaves over a Merlin interconnect. 

The motivation for this prototype is presented first, followed by the design methodology. 

The implementation of individual components and of system assembly algorithms is 

presented in the third and fourth sections, respectively. A description of a proof-of-

concept system is then presented, followed by measurement results and comparisons with 

other FPGA interconnect implementations.. 

4.1 Motivation 

A flexible packet-based transaction interconnect such as that described in the previous 

section presents a challenging design, both from a logic design point of view, and from a 

software development point of view. Due to the number of components, their complex 

interaction, and the myriad of ways that they can be arranged, it doesn't make sense to 

develop and verify a complete Merlin-based interconnect synthesis solution without first 

doing a prototype implementation. This prototype serves multiple purposes: 

• Serves as a proof of concept, demonstrating that a working FPGA system can 

87 
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indeed be implemented using a packet-based transaction interconnect. 

• Demonstrates that the resource utilization and performance of such a system is 

reasonable. 

• Provides a platform upon which to perform experiments that determine optimal 

topologies and tradeoffs. 

• Allows for performance comparison with other FPGA interconnect 

implementations. 

4.2 Methodology 

To produce a working Merlin prototype, methodologies in a number of areas had to be 

developed or adopted. This section describes methodologies used in the development of 

this Merlin prototype. 

Since Merlin has a number of highly parameterizable components, a methodology for 

running extensive parameterizable simulations was required. Many of the Merlin 

components are parameterizable beyond that supported by modern Hardware Description 

Languages (HDLs) such as SystemVerilog and VHDL, so some way of programmatically 

generating custom HDL for individual components based on their parameters was 

needed. To verify the functional correctness of these components, a way to 

programmatically generate simulation test benches was also needed. Given that at 

Merlin's core is a collection of components and the connections between them, there 

needs to be a way of representing collections of modules and connections, and a way of 

rendering these collections as HDL. There also needs to be a way to transform an 
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original system description, consisting of components of masters and slaves and the 

desired connections between them, into a realized system that implements the 

interconnect and required adapters. 

4.2.1 Software Development and Testing 

Since the development of Merlin included a considerable amount of software 

development, the software development and testing methodology was important. Merlin 

software is developed in Java, using Test Driven Development techniques. Test Driven 

Development is a style of development where the developer maintains an extensive suite 

of programmer tests, no code is released unless it has associated tests, the developer 

writes the tests first, and the tests determine what code gets written [50]. As Merlin code 

was written, functional tests were written as well, usually before the code itself. In order 

to execute the tests quickly and easily, the JUnit unit testing framework was used. JUnit 

is a simple, open source framework to write and run repeatable tests. It is an instance of 

the xUnit architecture for unit testing frameworks. JUnit features include assertions for 

testing expected results, test fixtures for sharing common test data, and test runners for 

running tests [51]. JUnit is included with the Eclipse development platform, which was 

used for Merlin development. 

4.2.2 Component Generation 

Some of the components developed for Merlin are more parameterizable than can be 

accommodated in standard hardware description Languages (HDLs) such as the Very 

High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language (VHDL) or 
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SystemVerilog. For example, an address decoder component depends highly on the 

address map seen by the master, and it is not possible to encode the address map as a 

collection of SystemVerilog parameters or VHDL generics. To overcome this limitation, 

a pre-processing flow was developed to generate HDL as needed. 

This flow, called 'Twerp', consists of two parts. The first part is a Java model for each 

component, and the second is a Twerp SystemVerilog file, which is pre-processed to 

generate the HDL. To generate a Twerp module, an instance of the component's Java 

model is created and parameterized. Once the component has been parameterized, the 

getVerilog() method is used to generate HDL specific to the parameterization. The 

getVerilogO method simply calls the Twerp function, passing in an array of parameter 

name / value pairs, and a Twerp SystemVerilog file to pre-process, and then collects the 

result. 

The Twerp function itself works by executing the following pseudo-code: 

Create a new source file that includes definitions of all of the 

component parameters as variables; 

For every line in the original file { 

If the line begins with '@@', { 

append it to the new source file with the '@@' removed. 

} else { 

append it to the new source file as a print statement. 

} 

} 

Execute the new source f i l e , and col lec t the output. 

Figure 32 - Twerp Algorithm Pseudo- Code 
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alraays @* beg in 
in ready 
o u t _ v a l i d 
ou t_da t a 

= out ready; 
= i n _ v a l i d ; 
= in d a t a ; 

out sCar tofpacket = in s t a r t o f p a c k e t ; 
out endofpacket 
address 

out channel = 0; 
88 for {se t i 0} 
i f ( ( address >= 

out channel [$ 

= i n endofpacket ; 
= in_data[CP_ADDRESS_L:CP_ADDRESS_R]; 

{$i < Snurn s l aves} { i n c r i} { 
$paraoi(s${ i} s t a r t ) ) ££ (address < $pararti[s${ i} end)) ) b e g i n 
i] = 1; 

out_data[CP_SLAVEID_L:CP_SLAVEID_R] = Si ; 
e n d 
BB > 

e n d 

Figure 33 - Twerp SystemVerilog Source Code Example 

always B* begin 
in_ready 
out v a l i d 
out da ta 
out s t a r t o f p a c k e t 
out endofpacket 
address 

out channel = 0 ; 
i f J(address >= 0 

out channel [0] 

= out ready; 
= in v a l i d ; 
= in da t a ; 
= in s t a r t o f p a c k e t ; 
= in endofpacket; 
= in_data[CP_ADDRESS_L:CP_ADDRESS_R]; 

) ££ (address < 1024)) beg in 
= l ; 

out_data[CP_SLAVEID_L:CP_SLAVEID_R] = 0; 
entil 
i f ( (address >= 10240 ) ££ (address < 112 64)) 

ou t_channel [ l ] = 1; 
out_data[CP_SLAvEID_L:CP_SLAVEID_R] = 1; 

end 
i f ( (address >= 11264 ) ss (address < 12288)) 

out channel [2] = 1; 
out_data[CP_SLAVEID_L:CP_5LAVEID_R] = 2; 

end 
i f ( (address >= 22528 ) &£ (address < 23552)) 

out channel[3] = 1; 
out_data[CP_SLAVEID L:CP_SLAVEID_R] = 3 ; 

e n d 

begin 

begin 

begin 

Figure 34- Twerp System Verilog Output 

For example, Figure 33 shows the SystemVerilog code that implements the address 

decoder logic, before the Twerp pre-processing stage, and Figure 34 illustrates a small 

portion of the resulting SystemVerilog code after Twerp processing. The lines in the 

source code that begin with '@@' define a for loop with index variable $i which iterates 
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through each slave, such that the output channel and slave ID fields in the data packet 

are a function of the address input. 

4.2.3 System Representation 

In order to perform interesting system transformations, or to render complicated test 

benches as HDL, a way to represent collections of modules and connections was 

required. To satisfy this need, the hierarchy of Java objects shown in Figure 35 was 

developed to represent all the pieces of structural HDL, and this class hierarchy was then 

used to generate test systems for component testing, as well as for performance analysis. 

I Parameter J 
StructuralModuie 

Instance 

CP 

\Port 

fport 

CP 

Port 

Port 

_, 

Figure 35 - Structural Module Hierarchy 

The components in this class hierarchy are as follows: 

Structural Module - A class representing an HDL module composed of instances 

and connections, with optional parameters. 

Parameter - A simple key/value pair representing a SystemVerilog parameter or 

VHDL generic. 

file:///Port
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Connection Point (CP) - An object representing an interface on a component. 

Each Connection Point has a type, such as "Avalon MM", a direction, such as 

"Master", and a collection of Ports. 

Port - An object representing an input or output port in VHDL or Verilog. Each 

Port has a name, direction width, and role. A port's role is the role it plays in the 

connection point, such as 'writedatd'. The port's name does not have to match 

it's role. 

Instance - The instance of a component within a Structural Module. An Instance 

object itself has Connection Point objects, which in turn have Port objects. 

Connection - Represents a connection between to connection points. 

Connections themselves can have parameters. The Avalon MM connection 

between a master and a slave, for example, has a base address parameter that 

defines the base address of the slave as seen by the master. 

4.2.4 Tool Integration 

This Merlin implementation relied heavily on Altera's SOPC Builder tool, a tool for SoC 

design capture and generation. Within the SOPC Builder tool, the system designer can 

add a number of components to the system, parameterize them as appropriate for the 

designs, and then specify the connections between them. As part of the connection 

specification, the system designer makes decisions such as the address map as seen by 

each master, the relative priority of different masters when accessing the slave, interrupt 

priorities for each interrupts source, etc. When the designer generates the system, SOPC 
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Builder generates the a top level file that instantiates all of the desired modules, 

parameterized appropriately, as well as an implementation of the interconnect which 

provides for the desired connectivity. As part of generation, SOPC Builder emits a 

sopcinfo file, which contains an XML description of the system, formatted such that it is 

machine readable. 

Once a system has been generated using SOPC Builder, the prototype Merlin tool reads 

the sopcinfo file to determine the designer's top level system and desired functionality. It 

creates an in-memory model of the system, and then runs the assembly algorithms 

described in section 4.5. From there, it generates a top-level HDL file that instantiates all 

of the user-specified components and the interconnect component. It finally generates 

the interconnect component by generating and instantiating all the required Merlin 

components a described in 4.3. 

4.3 Component Implementation 

This section describes in detail the implementation of each of the components that were 

implemented as part of this prototype. 

4.3.1 Twin Fabric component 

The twin fabric component used to transport packets consists of a pair of combinatorial 

crossbar switches, each of which requires multiplexer and arbiter components. 
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4.3.1.1 Combinatorial Crossbar Switch Implementation 

The key component of the transport layer implementation is the packet aware 

combinatorial crossbar switch, shown in Figure 36. Each instance of an n x m 

combinatorial switch has n input interfaces and m output interfaces, and provides 

connectivity from any input interface to any output interface. As shown in the figure, 

arbitration for the combinatorial crossbar switch is distributed, such that each output 

interface has an arbiter independent of all the other outputs. This allows different arbiter 

implementations to be used for different output interfaces within a single combinatorial 

switch. In addition to the arbitration block, each output has a multiplexer that routes the 

appropriate data to the output. 

Figure 36 - 2 in x 2 out Combinatorial Crossbar Switch 
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With reference to Figure 36, each packet transfer begins with the presentation of data 

and the assertion of valid at an input interface. Valid is a vector with one bit for each 

potential destination, with at most one bit asserted at any give time. Bit 0 is routed to the 

arbiter for output 0, and bit 1 is routed to the arbiter for output 1, such that the arbiter for 

output N sees bit N of every input valid vector. The arbiter makes a scheduling decision, 

and indicates the decision to the multiplexer via a one-hot encoded select vector. The 

arbiter asserts ready back to the selected input such that it knows that the data it presented 

has been sampled, and that it can move on to the next data item. The arbiter also has as 

an input the endofpacket signal from each input interface, so that once the arbiter has 

selected an input interface, it can hold the selection constant until an entire packet has 

been transferred. 

4.3.1.2 Multiplexer Implementation 

Since the select input to the multiplexer is a one-hot coded vector, and not a binary coded 

select value, the structure of the multiplexer itself is implemented as a sum-of-and 

functions, as shown in Figure 37. One-hot coding of the multiplexer's select input was 

selected over binary encoding for the following reasons: First, the address decoding logic 

upstream of the multiplexer ends up with a single bit output for each slave, such that a 

pair of comparators can be used for each slave seen by a master, leading to a very 

efficient address decoder implementation. Second, the arbiter logic described below can 

take advantage of the FPGA's carry-chain, which has logic that has been optimized to 

allow for a large fan-in with a minimum performance penalty. 
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select[0] 
select[1] 
select[2] 

- inputO .startofpacket 

- i nputO .startofpacket 

- i nputO .startofpacket 

-inputO.data 

-inputl.data 

-input2.data 

• J) outputO.startofpacket-

-outputO .data-

Figure 37 - Multiplexer Implementation 

4.3.1.3 Arbiter Implementation 

The arbiter takes as inputs a valid vector that includes all the sources currently trying to 

provide data for the output, a one-bit endofpacket signal that indicates when the current 

packet transfer is complete, and a one-bit ready signal that indicates when the resource 

can accept data. It provides as output a select vector that indicates which of the inputs are 

currently selected, with a bit for each of the input interfaces, indicating when the selected 

resource is ready for their input. 

The arbiter also has clock and reset inputs, so the state used to make an arbitration 

decision can be maintained. On every cycle, the arbiter considers all inputs, and makes a 

decision for that clock cycle; the arbiter is not designed to support pipelined operation. 

On any given cycle, the arbiter's decision is only used if there is not currently a packet 
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being transported. A signal used to indicate that a packet is in flight is set as soon as a 

decision is made, and is cleared when the output ready signal, the selected valid bit, and 

the selected endofpacket bits are all true. 

Modern FPGAs have a dedicated high speed carry chain between logic elements to allow 

arithmetic operations such as addition to incur a minimum of routing latency [52] [53]. 

By using an addition operation in the core of the arbiter, the arbitration structure shown in 

Figure 38 takes advantage of the FPGA fast carry chain routing, providing results 

optimized for FPGAs, while at the same time allowing for an arbitration decision in a 

single clock cycle. 

(a)/ (b)/(c)/ (d)/ (e) 

Figure 38 - Arbitration Implementation 

Figure 39 provides an example of the arbitration algorithm shown in Figure 38 for an 8 

bit arbiter, In this example, the previous selected output was 4, represented by a 

lastSelected vector of O'bOOOlOOOO, and inputs 0, 3, 4, and 7 are all requesting access, as 

represented by the request vector of 8'bl0001101. The signals in Figure 38 are annotated 

to match the rows in Figure 39. As shown in the illustration, since the last input to have 

been granted access is input 4, the next input to win the arbitration is input 7. 
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1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 request 

10 0 0 110 1 10 0 0 110 1 

0 1 1 1 0 0 10 0 1 1 1 0 0 10 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 0 0 10 10 0 0 0 0 10 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

(a) = {request, request} 

(b) = inv (a) 

(c) = lastSelected 

(d) = lastSelected + (b) 

(e) = (a)&&(d) 

select = (e)HiGH II (e)Low 

Figure 39 - Example arbitration 

4.3.2 Master Network Interface 

Figure 40 illustrates the subcomponents that make up the master network interface. The 

interface to the left is the Avalon MM interface that connects to the master that this NI is 

providing services for. To the right are the command packet and response packet 

interfaces. 

Avalon MM 
Master 

Master Network Interface 

Translator Agent Address 
Decoder <~ 

Width 
Adapter 

Width 
Adapter 

Command 
Packet 

Response 
Packet 

Figure 40- Master Network Interface 

The master on the left drives transactions using Avalon MM bus signals such as read and 

write, an address signal to indicate the target for the transactions, a byteenable signal, 
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unidirectional readdata and writedata signals, and timing control signals such as 

waitrequest and readdatavalid. The Master NI turns the command into a command 

packet on the right, and accepts a response packet from the right to provide a response 

within the Avalon MM interface on the left. The subcomponents of the Master network 

interface are as described below. 

4.3.2.1 Translator 

The translator component is a conceptually simple component that converts the specific 

combination of signals used by the master into the standard set of Avalon MM signals 

described in section 3.4.1.1. The translation includes synthesizing active high read and 

write signals out of any combination of read, write, and chipselect, and inverting active 

low versions of all signals if necessary. It also ties unused signals off to the appropriate 

value, such as tying the burstcount signal to '1 ' if the master doesn't support bursts. 

Although any given instance of the translator is simple, it has a significant 

parameterization space, and the ports it presents to its parent depend on this 

parameterization. To allow for this, the Twerp mechanism described in section 4.2.2 was 

used to generate the HDL. 

4.3.2.2 Master Agent 

The Agent component translates the master's transactions into command packets, and 

accepts response packets on behalf of the master. When the write signal is asserted, the 

agent takes the address, data, and byteenable signals from the transaction interface, and 

creates a command packet according to the rules of the command interface. In the case 
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of a write command, the agent deasserts waitrequest as soon as the command packet 

has been accepted, allowing the master to continue with the next transaction. In the case 

of a non-pipelined read, the Agent waits for a response before deasserting waitrequest, 

and presents the read data from the response packet to the master using the readdata 

signal. 

The Agent is one of the more complicated components, but its parameterization space is 

relatively small. Signal widths are parameterized, and a pair of boolean parameters 

determines if it is being used with a bursting master, a pipelined master, or just a simple 

master. As such, this was developed in SystemVerilog, and didn't require a generation 

mechanism like Twerp. 

4.3.2.3 Address Decoder 

The address decoder looks at the address field of the command packet that it receives, 

fills in the slave ID field of the outgoing command packets, and drives the packet 

interface's channel signal to the appropriate value. The parameterization space is 

essentially any imaginable memory map. A parameterization space of this magnitude 

can't be implemented in SystemVerilog or VHDL, so Twerp was used here as well. 

4.3.2.4 Width Adapter 

A width adapter is used when the master and slave components have differing data 

widths. With the example shown in Figure 41, if a master has a 64 bit data width, and 

one of the slaves has a 32 bit data with, a width adapter can be used to convert wide 

command packets into narrow command packets, and to convert narrow response packets 
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into wide response packets. Since the fields used by response packets and command 

packets are the same, the same width adapter component can be used in both places. 

Although a width adapter adheres to the standard interface described in section 3.4.2 and 

can be used anywhere in the system that width adaptation is required, width adapters 

were placed within the master network interface to reduce the clutter in the generated top 

level. Width adapter parameterization consists only of defining the widths of each of the 

fields in the input and output transaction packet. For this purpose, SystemVerilog 

without Twerp is sufficient. 

Data Width = 64 bit Data Width = 32 bit 
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Figure 41 - Width Adaptation 

4.3.2.5 Slave Network Interface 

Figure 42 illustrates the subcomponents that make up the slave network interface. The 

interfaces to the left are the command packet and response packet interfaces from the 

fabric, and the interface to the right is the Avalon MM interface that connects to the 

slave. The width adapter components are exactly the same as those used in the Master 
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NI. The slave's translator is different than the master's translator, but it serves the 

same function, and is developed in the same manner, and so is not discussed further here. 

^ 
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Figure 42 - Slave Network Interface 

4.3.2.6 Slave Agent 

The Slave Agent translates the command packets into transactions on the Avalon MM 

bus for the slave, and creates a response packet to send back to the master from the 

slave's response. When the command arrives, the agent asserts either the read signal or 

write signal to the slave, and drives the address, writedata, byteenable, and burstcount 

signals with data from the command packet. As soon as waitrequest is deasserted by the 

slave, the agent asserts the command interface's ready signal, indicating that the cycle 

has been accepted. 

In order to create the response packet, the implementation of the Slave Agent includes 

two FIFO structures. One FIFO is used to store the command as it arrives from the 

command interface. As described in section 3.4.1, pipelined and bursting slaves do not 

respond with data while they are accepting the command, but instead respond with data a 

couple of cycles later with the assertion of the readdatavalid signal. Therefore a FIFO is 

needed to store the portion of the command that gets returned in the response packet. 
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The second FIFO is used to store response data, if needed. Unlike Avalon MM, 

Merlin does not guarantee that the response channel is available to receive read data any 

time the slave has read data to send. The response packets must go through arbitration for 

the master just like the master's command went through arbitration for the slave. To 

accommodate this, a FIFO is used to hold the response data when the response packet 

interface is not ready. The response packet is thus a combination of data from the two 

FIFOs, and is not valid until there is valid data in both. 

Figure 43 - Slave Agent 

4.4 Component Verification 

Before using any Merlin components in a functional system, they need to be verified in 

simulation. Since many Merlin components are highly parameterizable, a flexible test 

mechanism was developed. Unlike traditional ASIC or FPGA component verification, 

the verification coverage of parameterizable components exists in two dimensions: the 

parameterization dimension and the functionality dimension. To completely test any 

given component, the parameterization space must be covered by selecting appropriate 
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parameterizations to test, and for each parameterization, the functionality space must 

be covered in simulation. 

To accommodate this, parameterizable Avalon MM Bus Functional Models (BFMs) were 

developed. The parameterization for both the master and slave BFM includes data width, 

address width, burstcount width, pipelined support, and burst support. The master BFM 

gives the user the ability to issue any Avalon MM command, including invalid ones, and 

to collect the response, including the ability to count the number of wait states and the 

time taken for pipelined readdata responses. 

Once the BFMs were available and tested, a framework that called the Modelsim HDL 

simulator from Java was developed, allowing the JUnit framework to be used to handle 

the complexity of these highly parameterizable components. Each JUnit test run tests a 

single variation of the component under test. Since the component is parameterizable, 

the testbench must be generated to suit the component, and the BFMs must be 

parameterized appropriately as well. For example, to test the twin fabric component, a 

source BFM needs to be instantiated for every input, a sink BFM needs to be instantiated 

for every output, and the input and output BFMs have to be configured to match the 

fabrics ports. Each JUnit test generates the component and it's test bench, and calls the 

Modelsim simulator to run the tests. 
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Package Explorer | % Hierarchy ' J u XWf- U im 
avalon_st_fabric,TestFabric - testFabric_i2_o4 

ra
a51 <&« • E -

Runs; 65/147 S3 Errors: 0 0 Failures: 0 : 

TestWidthAdapter_Simple_Pipe [Runner; JLArft 31(175.347 
avalon_mm_ni.TestNis [Runner; JUnit 3] (42,123 s) 
TestWidthAdapter_Simple_Simple [Runner; JUnit 3] (161.3: 
TestFabric [Runner; JUnit 3] 
Jfej testf abric_i2_ol (8.640 s) 
J 0 testFabric_i2_o3 (7,875 s) 
i H testFabric_i2_o4 
B testFabric_i2_o6 
B testFabric_i9_ol 
B testFabric_i9_o3 
B testFabric_i9_o4 
B testFabric_i9_o6 
B testFabricJ5_ol 
B testf abric_i5_o3 
E testFabric_i5_o4 
Ik] testFabric_i5_o6 
B testFabric_i3_ol 
E testFabric_i3_o3 
B testFabric_i3_o4 
B testt=abric_i3_o6; 

transforms.TestlmplementFabric [Runner; JUnit 3] 
hdlBits.TestSopcinfoParser [Runner; Unit 3] 
TestWidthAdapter_Pipe_Pipe [Runner: jUnit 3] 
avalon_mm_bfm.TestBFms [Runner; JUnit 3] 
utils.testTwerp [Runner; JUnit 3] 
TestProgrammableSlave [Runner: JUnit 31 
transforms.TestFindAvalonMMDomalns [Runner: JUnit 3] 
hdlBits.TestStructuralModule [Runner; JUnit 3] 
TestWidthAdapter_Pipe_Simple [Runner; JUnit 3] 

fcfei Q d 

spa 
Bfe 

a 

Figure 44 - JUnit Simulation Test Run 

The tests run by the simulator were constructed to be the SystemVerilog equivalent of 

JUnit tests: each simulation run would run a number of discrete tests, each of which 

tested some function of the component, and would return pass or fail. In most cases, the 

tests involved a degree of randomness in the generation of test vectors. In the case of the 

cross connect, for example, the BFM at the each input would create random packets, and 

the testbench would ensure that the data was received correctly by the output BFM. 

Figure 44 shows an in-progress JUnit / Modelsim Test run, and Figure 45 shows the 
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resulting output. Each of the items on the left in Figure 44 is one of the variations 

being tested. 

wmw\?*>ms $%:<•. 
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2 6050 tb_agent_burst_burst.testPipelining: Start 
2 6550 tb_agent_burst_burst.testPipelining: Pass 1: Lots of idles between reads 

1058350 tb_agent_burst_burst.testPipelining: Pass 2: No idles between reads. 
1296650 tb_agent_burst__bur st. testPipe lining: Pass 3: Random idles between reads, 
1697450 tb_agent_burst_burst.testPipelining: Pass 

1702450 tb_agent_burst_burst.testttriteBursts: Start 
1702950 tb_agent_burst_burst.testTJriteBursts: Group 0: No waits, no idles. 
1723350 tb_agent_burst_burst. testWriteBursts: Group 1: No waits, random idles. 
1760550 tb_agent_burst_burst.testttriteBursts: Group 2: Random waits, random idle 
1877450 tb_agent_burst_burst.testUriteBursts: Pass 

1882450 tb_agent_burst_burst.testReadBursts: Start 
1882450 tb__agent_burst_burst.testReadBursts: Group 0: Lots of idles between burs 
1993150 tta_agent_burst_burst.testReadBursts: Group 1: ... + random latency, don' 
2104150 tb_agent_burst_burst.testReadBursts: Group 2: ... + no idles. 
2162850 tb_agent_burst_burst.testReadBursts: Group 3: ... + random waits. 
2232150 tb_agent_burst_burst.testReadBursts: Group 4: — + random idles. 
2308450 tb_agent_burst_burst.testReadBursts: Pass 

2313450 tb_agent_burst_burst.testHixedBursts: Start 
2550650 tb agent_burst burst.testMixedBursts: Pass 

Figure 45 - JUnit Simulation Output 

4.4.1 Verification Coverage 

The following is a brief discussion of the tests that were created to verify that merlin 

components operated correctly. 

BFM Verification - To test the Bus Functional Models for functional correctness, a set of 

three BFM tests were created, one for burst capable BFMs, pipeline capable BFMs, and 

simple BFMs. For each set, the master BFM was directly connected to a slave BFM. 

The test consisted of subtests using randomly generated transactions to cover the 

http://burst_burst.sys.mO
http://burst_burst.3y3.mO
http://burst_burst.sys.sO
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following things: simple (non-bursting) transactions, pipelining transactions with a 

random number of wait states and idle responses, and mixed burst transactions with 

random sizes, a random number of idle cycles between commands, and random wait 

request cycles and response latency. 

Fabric Verification - To verify that the twin fabric was operating correctly, a behavioral 

model of both the arbiter component and the fabric was developed along with a 

simulation test bench. The test bench has a parameterizable number of input and output 

ports, as well as a parameterizable width. It instantiates the fabric being tested alongside 

the behavioral model, and injects random packets into every interface in parallel. To 

verify correctness, the test bench verifies that the output on every port of the fabric being 

tested matches the behavioral model on every clock cycle. The test suite varies the 

number of inputs and number of outputs between 1 port and 32 ports, to get coverage 

over the large parameterization space. 

Network Interface Verification - To verify that the network interfaces are functionally 

correct, a testbench was created that tested a master NI and slave NI together. The master 

BFM drives random transactions into the master network interface, sends packets out on 

it's command packet interface. The command packet interface is connected to the slave 

NI, which in turn drives transactions to the slave BFM, which checks them and provides 

responses. The responses are converted into response packets by the slave NI, and are 

sent to the master NI, which responds to the master BFM, which checks that the 

responses match the expected responses. Nine individual test runs are required to test 
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that all combinations of simple, pipelined, and burst master and slave network 

interfaces are verified. 

Width Adapter - To verify the width adapter components, the width adapter test bench 

includes a master BFM and it's NI at one data width connected to a slave BFM and it's NI 

at a different width, with width adapters connected between them for both the command 

and response paths. For each of the nine combinations of master & slave interface types 

described above, the master and slave widths were each allowed to be every power of 2 

value between 8 bits and 64 bits, for a total of 225 test runs. Each run included a random 

set of bursting and non-bursting transactions, as before. 

4.5 Transform Implementation and Verification 

Once all of the components are available, a software algorithm must be able to take a 

high-level description of a system with the desired connectivity, and transform that into a 

realized system that consists only of connected components. 

To accomplish this transformation, a pair of cooperating transform algorithms were 

developed. Each transform takes as its input a Structural Module object as described in 

section 4.2.3 that represents desired connectivity, and returns a collection of Structural 

Modules that are further along the way to a final implementation. 

4.5.1 Find Avalon MM Domains Transform 

The role of the first transform, the "Find Avalon MM Domains" transform, is to divide 

the system construction problem into a number of domains, and to define what needs to 

be done by each domain. 
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Figure 46 - Pre-transformation system 

To illustrate this transformation, consider the simple system presented in Figure 46. This 

system consists of an on-chip processor with a clock input, a data master (dm), and an 

instruction master (im) interface. There is also on the same system a Universal 

Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) component, a timer component, and a 

memory controller that interfaces to off-chip memory. All three of these components 

have a clock input and a single slave interface. The UART and memory component also 

has an export (e) interface to export some signals to physical pins on the device. This is 

implemented in software as a Structural Module object, with an Instance object for each 

of the components in the system. The connections shown from the data master to all 

slaves, and from the instruction master to the memory slave are logical connections 

expressing the desire of the system designer; they are not yet physical connections that 

can be realized as wires on the FPGA. 
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Figure 47 - Result of Find Avalon MM Domains Transform 

Figure 47 illustrates the result of running the Find Avalon MM Domains transform. This 

transform returns two new Structural Module systems. The first one, labeled system' 

("system prime"), is the new top-level system with the high-level point-to-multipoint 

connections replaced with simple point-to-point connections and an interconnect. Each 

of the master and slave interfaces has a connection to a newly created component in the 

center, called the interconnect. 

At this stage, the interconnect component includes only the interfaces on its periphery 

and the connections between them; the components used to realize this connectivity have 

yet to be determined. The connections between the interfaces represent, at this point, the 

desired connectivity to be supported by the interconnect block. Unlike the system' 

Structural Module, which can now be rendered as SystemVerilog, the interconnect 

component has to go through a second transformation before it is complete. 
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4.5.1.1 Implement Fabric From Empty SM Transform 

The second transformation accepts as input the interconnect component from the 

previous transform. Using the interfaces around the periphery of the component and the 

connections between them as a statement of the desired connectivity, it returns the 

interconnect' ("interconnect prime") Structural Module shown in Figure 48. The 

components used in this interconnect are themselves Structural Modules consisting of the 

building blocks described previously. Once this transformation is complete, the entire 

system can be rendered to SystemVerilog, and simulated or compiled into an FPGA. 

3m 
dm ni 

sm ni 

Interconnect' 

Twin 
CrossConnect 

u s ni 

t.s ni 

• im 

elk 
m.s ni 

Figure 48 - Result of Implement Fabric From Empty SM Transform 

4.6 Simple Processor Test System 

To demonstrate the prototype Merlin implementation working in a real system, small 

microprocessor-based system was developed and tested with simple software. As shown 

in Figure 49, this system consists of a Nios II soft core microprocessor, a PLL, a JTAG 
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UART, and an On-chip RAM component. A description of each of these components 

follows. 

Clock Input 

On-chip RAM 

si .. elk f< -

To Host PC* 

Figure 49 - Simple Processor System 

Nios II Processor - The Nios II Processor is a general purpose 32-bit RISC processor 

core with a full 32-bit instruction set, data path, and address space [54]. As shown, the 

Nios II processor includes an internal JTAG node, allowing a host PC to control and 

debug the processor without using FPGA logic. 

PLL - The Phase Locked Loop (PLL) component generates an output clock with a 

controllable phase and frequency relative to an input clock. The PLL component 

includes an Avalon slave interface to support run-time configuration of the phase and 

frequency by allowing the setting of phase and counter settings. 
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JTAG UART - The JTAG UART is a component that is used to send and receive 

data via the on-chip JTAG mechanism instead of via the serial connection typical of most 

UART devices. This allows the Host PC to send and receive data from the device under 

test as though it were using a UART and Serial port. The interface and register set 

presented to the internal system logic are the same as a traditional UART component. All 

processor communication in this system uses the JTAG UART. 

On-Chip RAM - The on-chip RAM component instantiates one or more of the RAM 

blocks present inside the FPGA, and presents an Avalon Slave Interface for reading and 

writing the memory. In this system, the on chip RAM is used to store all of the 

processor's program code, as well as data storage. 

4.6.1 Implementation 

The system was captured using Altera's SOPC Builder design tool. A screenshot of the 

system as captured in SOPC Builder is presented in Figure 50. When a system is 

generated using the SOPC Builder tool, the '.sopcinfo' XML report file describing the 

system is written to disk in addition to the generated HDL. To generate this system's 

interconnect using Merlin, a Java class was implemented to read this sopcinfo file and 

convert it into a Structural Module so that it could be passed to the Merlin Transform 

algorithms described in section 4.4. 
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Figure 50 - Simple Processor System in SOPC Builder. 

Once Merlin had run, and the HDL files were written to disk, the system was compiled 

into an Altera Stratix 1S10 device with a C6 speed grade, on a Nios II1S10 development 

board. Figure 51 shows a photograph of the development board used for this test. 
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Figure 51 = Photograph of Simple System Test Board 
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Figure 52 - Simple Processor System Resource Utilization 

Figure 52 shows the hierarchy and post-synthesis resources utilization after synthesizing 

in the Quartus II tool. As shown in the figure, the entire system was 4159 Logic Cells, 

and 591664 memory bits. Of this, the Merlin interconnect consumed 1485 logic cells 

(36%), and 688 memory bits (0.1%). The interconnect itself include the command and 

response fabric, which combined were responsible for 398 Logic Cells, 27% of the total 

resources used by Merlin. The remaining logic cells and all of the interconnect memory 

bits were consumed by the network interfaces. 
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4.6.2 Test Program 

To test the functional correctness of this system, we constructed a test that verified that 

communication between the CPU's instruction and data masters, the on chip memory, and 

the JTAG UART component was working correctly. The test itself consists of three sub

tests that test that the memory is working correctly, and it prints the results to the console, 

verifying the operation of the JTAG UART component. The three sub-tests are as 

follows: 

Data Bus Test - In a single memory location, this test tests each bit of the data bus one at 

a time, setting it to a one, and then to a zero. 

Address Bus Test - For each address bit in the address range of interest, a pattern is 

written memory with the address bit is set, and a different pattern is written to memory 

with it cleared. Both locations are then checked for correctness. 

Memory Contents Test - To verify that the memory itself is working correct, we verify 

that each location in memory is capable of holding both a zero and a one. To do this, for 

each location in memory, a value derived from the address and its inverse is written to 

memory and verified. 

4.6.3 Test Flow 

The functional test consists of a very simple test running on the processor that prints a 

message to the JTAG UART. The host PC is connected to the development board's 
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JTAG chain using an Altera USB Blaster, and the Nios II IDE is used to download 

and run the software. The entire test flow consists of the following steps: 

1. Starting with the .sopcinfo file output from SOPC Builder, generate the Merlin top level and 

interconnect files. 

2. Compile the design to a FPGA bitstream using the Quartus II software. 

3. Download the bitstream from the Quartus II Programmer to the FPGA across the JTAG 

Chain using the USB Blaster. Once this is complete, the FPGA starts up automatically, and 

the system with the processor now exists in soft logic. 

4. Compile the test Nios II software in the Nios II IDE. 

5. By controlling the soft processor via the JTAG chain, download the compiled software into 

the On-chip memory. 

6. Start the processor. The processor begins executing at the reset vector address, which is in 

the on-chip memory. After executing the initialization code, the processor executes the test. 

The result of the test is written to the console via the JTAG UART device. 

7. Observe on the Nios II IDE console that the software has been downloaded to the processor, 

that the processor has started executing, and that all of the tests have passed. 

HI Console S3 \^Tasks j Memoiy 

;<teitri)Vî te(j> hellb;W^ 

nios2-terminal: connected to 
nios2-terminal: "USB-Blaster 
nios2-terminal: (Use the IDE 

Hello from Merlin! 
Starting Data Bus Test: ... 
Starting Address Bus Test: 
Starting Memory Device Test: 

hardware 
[USB-O]", 
stop butt 

Pass. 
... Pass. 
... Pass 

target usi 
device 1, 
on or Ctrl 

• 

tig JTAG UART on cable 
instance 0 
-C to terminate) 

Figure 53 - Console output from Simple Processor System Test Program 
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4.7 Measurements & Results 

In this section, we present some performance and resource utilization measurements, 

such as the frequency of the network as a function of number of masters and slaves, and 

the effect of different network interface options on the achievable frequency. We also 

consider the effect on logic resources of varying the number of masters & slaves. 

Finally, we use the performance results to discuss some tradeoffs of different types of 

network topologies. Note that all of the measurements in this section are using an Altera 

Stratix III 3S50, in a C2 speed grade. 

4.7.1 Crossbar Switch Performance Measurement 

For this series of tests, we varied the number of inputs and outputs supported by an 

crossbar switch between 1 and 32. The crossbar itself supports a combinatorial data path, 

so for the purposes of performance measurement, it was instantiated within a wrapper 

module that added to register stages to every input and output signal. In addition, every 

signal other than clock and reset was marked as a virtual pin, so that it was not routed to a 

physical pin on the device. In all cases, physical synthesis, register re-timing, and non

standard optimizations were disabled in Quartus. These optimizations typically provide 

an additional 10 to 15% performance gain when enabled. When the same experiment 

was done with 4 data bits instead of 32, the operating frequency was not significantly 

affected. 

Figure 54 and Figure 55 show the frequency of the crossbar switch when varying the 

number of inputs and outputs. Each line shown Figure 54 represents a fixed number of 

inputs, as the number of outputs are varied. As shown in the figure, as the number of 
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outputs increases, the frequency that can be achieved by the switch drops, but not 

sharply. This is to be expected, since increasing the number of outputs only replicates 

logic and increases the fan-out of data signals. 

10 0 

0 -I , , ] 1 1 1 1 1 

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 

Number of Outputs 

Figure 54 - Crossbar Switch Frequency as a function of the Number of Outputs. 

Figure 55 shows the same data as Figure 54, but arranged such that each line represents a 

constant number of outputs with a varying number of inputs. Here, we see a sharp 

decrease in the system frequency as the number of inputs increases. This is also to be 

expected, since as the number of inputs increases, the arbitration logic for each output 

must consider more requesters, and all of the data path multiplexing becomes deeper. In 

this device family, a operating frequency of 200 MHz can be achieved for any number of 

outputs, as long as the number of inputs per crossbar switch is kept to 4 or less. 
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Figure 55 - Crossbar Switch Frequency as a function of the Number of Inputs. 

Figure 56 and Figure 57 show the Look-up-table (LUT) and Register utilization for the 

cross-connect as a function of the number of inputs and number of outputs. 
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Figure 56 • Crossbar Switch LUT Utilization (LUTs). 
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Figure 57 - Crossbar Switch Register Utilization (Registers). 

4.7.2 Network Interface Performance Measurement 

In this section, we consider the effect of a number of different parameters on the master 

and slave network interfaces. Both the master and slave network interfaces support three 

modes, called burst, pipelined, and simple, which are controlled through synthesis time 

parameters. The pipeline mode is used to connect to masters or slaves that support 

pipelined reads, but not burst transactions, and the simple mode is for master and slave 

interfaces that support neither pipeline reads nor bursts. The burst mode network 

interface is used to connect to a master or slave that supports bursting. The bursting 

network interface requires the least logic, it does not need to terminate burst transactions 

on behalf of the slave; the slave is able to terminate the bursts itself. As with the previous 

section, all of the results shown here are using a Stratix IE 3S50 device, in a C2 speed 

grade, and all interfaces are have 32 bits of data and 8 bits of address. 

Figure 58 shows the frequency and resource utilization of a Master network interface in 

each of its three synthesizable modes. Although static timing analysis gives us the 

numbers shown in the figure, the clock frequency on this family of FPGAs is actually 
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limited to 400 MHz. The numbers in Figure 58 are thus useful when comparing logic 

implementation & performance, but do not represent what is really achievable on an 

FPGA. With the Merlin packet format described in 3.4.2, the Master network interface 

has very little work to do to convert transactions into command packets, and response 

packets back into transaction responses, allows it to achieve such as high frequency. 

Mode 
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Pipelined 
Burst 
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656.6 
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44 

Registers 
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20 

Figure 58 - Master Network Interface Frequency & Logic Utilization 
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Figure 59 - Slave Network Interface Frequency & Logic Utilization 

In addition to the three modes of operation, Slave network interfaces also optionally 

support zero cycle responses. With this mode of operation, the Slave network interface is 

able to return a response packet on the same cycle it receives the associated command 

packet. In order to do this, it adds logic that bypasses the command and response FIFOs 

depending on the instantaneous response timing of the slave. This has the effect of 

joining the path through the command network and the path through the response 

network into one long combinatorial path, which has a significant effect on the 
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performance. Figure 59 shows the frequency and resource utilization of a Slave 

network interface for all three modes of operation, with and without the zero cycle 

support option enabled. 

4.7.3 Comparison to SOPC Builder Generated Interconnect 

Here, we compare generated SOPC Builder interconnect instances to Merlin interconnect 

instances. In all cases, SOPC Builder's interconnect in combinatorial, meaning that it 

supports read transactions where the read data can be returned to the master the cycle 

after it was issued. With Merlin, two different implementations are considered. With the 

first implementation, we place a register boundary between the master network interface 

and the packet network, and between the packet network and the slave network interface, 

leading to a read latency of 5 cycles. With the second, there are no registers, the path is 

purely combinatorial, and the read latency is one cycle, just like the SOPC Builder 

interconnect. The size and frequency of the master network interface reported in Figure 

58 does not include the master's address decoder, which is responsible for determining 

which slave a given transaction goes to. To determine the size of the address decoder, a 

small design containing only the address decoder was created. The combinatorial logic 

for the address decoder was found to be so small that it was implemented 'for free' in the 

I/O blocks of the design. 

To determine the size of the Merlin solution, the resources for the appropriate number of 

master and slave network interfaces are added to the resources for the appropriately sized 

crossbar switch fabric, as reported in the previous sections. The frequency of the register 

boundary Merlin switch is determined by taking the worst frequency of all of the 
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components independently. The frequency for the non-registered version is 

determined by adding the delays of all of the components in series. The size and 

frequency of each solution is shown in Figure 60. 
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Figure 60 • Slave Network Interface Frequency & Logic Utilization 

Figure 61 and Figure 62 compare the frequency and logic utilization of the Merlin and 

SOPC Builder interconnects for a number of interconnect sizes. We can see that for a 

very small 2x2 network, the SOPC Builder generated fabric is the fastest, but as soon as 

there are three masters and three slaves, the registered Merlin implementation has higher 

frequency. Up to and including a network with four masters and four slaves, the 

frequency of the Merlin interconnect is limited to 300 MHz by the bursting slave network 

interface, while beyond that, the number of terms feeding into the arbitration logic in the 

cross connect dominates, and the frequency drops. We can also see that the frequency of 

the SOPC Builder system falls off quickly as masters and slaves are added to the system, 

and that both the registered and non-registered Merlin implementations fall off at a 
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slower rate. Once the size of the network reaches 16 master and 16 slaves, even the 

non-registered Merlin interconnect can support a frequency comparable to the SOPC 

Builder interconnect. Using Merlin primitives, it is possible to keep the frequency high 

by building a larger system out of smaller cross-connect components with register 

boundaries. 
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Figure 61 - Merlin vs. SOPC Builder Interconnect Frequency 

Regarding logic utilization, we can see that for small network sizes, the SOPC Builder 

solution is the same or smaller than the equivalent Merlin interconnect, because the size 

of the Merlin solution is dominated by the network interfaces. Beyond a 4x4 network, 

however, Merlin becomes more efficient, using only 63% of the logic used by SOPC 

Builder at the 16 master, 16 slave node. 
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While SOPC Builder generated interconnect may be faster and smaller when a system 

contains a small number of masters and slaves, the network approach provides faster and 

smaller systems as the system size grows, even if the underlying packet network supports 

full concurrency with a single stage cross-bar interconnect. Merlin primitives could also 

be used to provide multi-stage or non fully concurrent networks, increasing performance 

and reducing resources even further. 
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Figure 62 - Merlin vs. SOPC Builder Resource Utilization 

4.7.4 Comparison to other Network On Chip Implementations 

Here, we compare Merlin performance to that of other network-on-chip implementations. 

Figure 63 shows how a 2 master, 2 slave and 4 master, 4 slave Merlin implementation 
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compares to other equivalent network on chip implementations. Keep in mind that 

because different NoC implementations use different device families and speed grades, 

frequency results are unreliable. 
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Figure 63 - Comparison with other Network on Chip implementations 

Figure 64 shows the resource utilization, in terms of Look Up Tables (LUTs) for a Merlin 

implementation vs. other NoC implementations. As shown, a Merlin interconnect with 

master and slave network interfaces has a lower resource utilization than any of the other 

implementations presented. The networks presented in [32] and [44] report comparable 

resource utilization, but they include only the packet network, and do not include the 

network interface components that perform the command and response packet 

encapsulation. 
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Figure 64 - Resource Utilization Comparison 

There are a number of reasons why the Merlin implementation is smaller than other 

FPGA NoC implementations. Probably the most important is the fact that Merlin is 

intended to be a very light-weight, simple implementation, and targets FPGAs. The 

Nostrum interconnect presented in [42], for example, includes 7 finite state machines and 

8 FIFOs at every node within the 2D mesh. The implementations presented in [43] and 

[44] also have expensive logic such as input FIFOs at every node. The Aethereal 

network presented in [41] was an NoC implementation targeted at ASICs, but prototyped 

on an FPGA. The resource utilization again reflects the fact that FPGA appropriate cost 

constraints were not kept in mind in the development of the network. 

Another factor that reduces the size of the Merlin implementation with respect to other 

NoC implementations is that Merlin uses separate packet networks for commands and 

responses. Typical NoC topologies such as a 2D mesh or torus allow any node in the 

network to send a packet to any other node in the network. By considering that slaves 
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never send commands to masters, and that masters never send responses to slaves, the 

required connectivity can be significantly reduced. This connectivity reduction more 

than makes up for the fact that there are now two different networks, and the effect of this 

resources savings is amplified as the number of masters and slaves in the system grows. 

Separating the command and response networks has the additional benefit of preventing 

deadlock, since each network is unidirectional in either the master-to-slave or slave-to-

master direction. This means that Merlin does not require any logic for deadlock 

avoidance. 
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Figure 65 - Frequency Comparison 

Figure 65 shows frequency of 2 master, 2 slave and 4 master, 4 slave registered and 

unregistered Merlin networks compared to other FPGA NoC implementations. As 

shown, the unregistered Merlin implementations can operate at less than half the 

frequency of the registered implementations. In the unregistered case, the logic for the 
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master and slave network interfaces is in the same combinational path as the packet 

network, allowing commands and responses to be transferred in one cycle each, but at the 

expense of frequency. In the registered case, there is a register stage between the master 

network interface and the packet network, and between the packet network and the slave 

interfaces. It happens that frequency for both the 2x2 and 4x4 systems is limited by the 

network interface, meaning that the network alone could achieve an even higher 

frequency. 

Although the registered Merlin implementation achieved a higher frequency than any of 

the other NoC implementations, the performance testing was done on different FPGA 

families and speed grades, so the results are not really comparable. After the Merlin 

unregistered implementations, the next highest frequency was the 4x4 switch presented in 

[44]. This switch uses a FIFO for each input port, and an arbiter for each output port, 

allowing for full concurrency within the switch. The additional complexity of managing 

a FIFO for each input to each switch node possibly contributes to the reduced frequency 

compared to the Merlin network. Merlin does not provide buffering at every node, but 

instead implements wormhole routing, which allows a packet to be in flight across 

several nodes. This has the added benefit of reducing the latency seen by transactions 

crossing the network. 

Other potential reasons why the Merlin packet fabric can achieve a higher frequency 

include the FPGA-optimized arbiter implementation, and the fact that the packet 

destinations from the address decoder are expressed as one-hot select vectors. One-hot 

select vectors simplify the implementation of the address decoder, as discussed in section 
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4.3.2.3, and allow the Merlin arbiter to take advantage of the high-performance carry 

chain logic available on modern FPGA device, as discussed in section 4.3.1.3. 
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Figure 66 - Latency Comparison 

The last important metric for an NoC implementation is the latency that it can provide. 

Figure 66 shows that the unregistered Merlin implementation can support reads with a 

latency of as low as one cycle, meaning that the read response can arrive at the master the 

cycle after the read command was issued. The registered Merlin implementation takes 5 

cycles, since there is an extra cycle of latency for each of the master and slave network 

interfaces in each of the command and response directions. As a Merlin network gets 

larger, a tree of cross-connects can be used to maintain a high operating frequency at the 

expense of latency. It is straightforward to implement the network as an unbalanced tree 

such that latency critical connections see a minimal latency, while other connections go 

through multiple pipeline stages. 
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The 2D mesh implementations presented in [41] and [43] do not directly report the 

latency for read operations, but the best case latency can be deduced from the description 

of the topology. For both 2D mesh implementations, the best case is if the slave is 

immediately adjacent to the master. If the command is presented to the local network 

node on one cycle, it can be on the segment between the master's network node and 

slave's network node on the following cycle, and can be at the slave on the cycle after 

that. If the slave issues it's response on the cycle immediately following, the response 

can be back at the master 5 cycles after the command was issued. It stands to reason that 

the latency is larger when a master and slave is not adjacent, and that this will be more 

common in large 2D Mesh networks. 

The latency of the 4-port switch reported in [44] is 3 cycles, likely because of the input 

buffers on each port. For a cross-connect topology using these switches, the read latency 

would be at least 6 cycles, since the command and response packets each have to cross at 

least one switch. If the topology were instead a 2D mesh, then each master or slave is 

connected to a single network node, and the latency includes the cycles to cross two 

switches in each direction, for a total of at least 12 cycles. 

Merlin also uses a very wide packet format to take advantage of the rich routing 

resources available on FPGAs. This allows a command packet and a response packet to 

be transferred in as few as one clock cycle each, which also keeps latency to a minimum. 



5. Conclusion 

As the popularity of FPGA devices continues to grow, so does the volume of logic 

available in a single FPGA device. Traditional bus-based interconnects with centralized 

arbitration mechanisms are struggling to keep up with the demands of today's FPGA 

developers, and more flexible and higher performance soft interconnects are required. A 

Network-on-Chip approach to on-chip FPGA interconnect promises to be a flexible and 

high-performance strategy, allowing the interconnect to take advantage of the flexibility 

of FPGA devices. Networks on a chip are scalable when compared to traditional buses, 

decouple communications from computation, and use individual protocol layers that each 

provide a well-defined interface, decoupling usage from implementation. 

This work has presented a flexible, high performance, and light weight on-chip FPGA 

interconnect, built of packet based NoC primitives, a way to map transactions to packets, 

and algorithms for connecting components such that they provides the services required. 

It has reported a proof-of-concept system and demonstrated correct operation of a Merlin-

based system, and compared the resulting performance to the interconnect generator 

available from Altera, and to a number of FPGA NoC implementations. 

134 
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5.1 Summary 

We have considered interconnects available from FPGA vendor system design tools, and 

from FPGA NoC implementations that have been published in the literature. We then 

presented the architecture of a new high-performance and modular interconnect solution 

for FPGA-based system on chips. This interconnect, named "Merlin", provides a flexible 

feature set to support a wide variety of applications while optimizing for the relatively 

high cost and low performance of FPGA logic. It takes advantage of NoC interconnect 

techniques, using packets to encapsulate commands and responses. The different layers 

of functionality that compose a Merlin interconnect have been presented, as well as some 

design tradeoffs that were considered in it's creation. The components that implement the 

required functionality, the packet and transaction interfaces between component, and the 

algorithms used to implement an application specific interconnect implementation given 

a description of desired connectivity have all been described in detail. 

To demonstrate Merlin, a prototype interconnect generator was implemented, including 

all the required components and algorithms for a proof-of-concept system. Along with 

the implementation, the toolset and component development and testing methodology 

was presented. The prototypical implementation was used to generate a proof-of-concept 

system including a processor core with instruction and data masters, and a number of 

peripherals such as an on-chip memory core for program and data storage, and a 

Universal Synchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) core for communications. The 

proof-of-concept system was used to execute test software that demonstrates the 

interconnect operating correctly. For the proof-of-concept design, it was found that the 

interconnect consumed 36% of the total resources use by the design. By running a simple 
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test program on the processor, this system was demonstrated to operate correctly on 

an Altera 1S10FPGA. 

A number of synthetic systems were used to a measure performance, so that Merlin could 

be compared to previous implementations. Measurement results have shown that Merlin 

interconnect provide better resource utilizations than other proposed FPGA NoCs, and 

that Merlin rivals the performance and resource utilization of a the interconnect solution 

from both Altera and Xilinx, the industry's two main FPGA providers. In addition, 

Merlin was found to provide lower latency through the network than other FPGA NoC 

implementations, while costing less FPGA resources. 

5.2 Contributions 

• An architecture for a new high-performance and modular interconnect solution 

for FPGA-based system on chips. 

• A prototypical implementation of this new interconnect architecture, and a 

demonstration processor system. 

• A proof-of-concept design demonstrating the prototype implementation working 

in hardware. 

• A series of measurements that show that Merlin performance rivals FPGA 

vendors interconnect solutions, and is better than previously published FPGA 

NoC implementations. 
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5.3 Future Work 

Networks On Chips are still rather new to the System On Chip development community, 

and are even newer to FPGA-based systems on chips. There are a number of questions 

about application specific Network On Chip interconnect generation that have yet to be 

answered. Some of the work yet to be done is listed below. 

Performance Measurements - Presented here is an implementation and a proof of 

concept system. Before deploying Merlin based systems, more performance 

measurement and study is needed. Measurements yet to be taken include the effect of 

multi-stage arbitration, and the effect of burst adapters. 

Additional Features - There are a number of features that are desirable for System-on-

chip interconnects that Merlin does not yet support. An important example of this is a 

memory-aware arbiter that is able to make arbitration decisions knowing the type of 

memory that it is granting accesses to, and granting access based on addressing patterns. 

Transform Development - There exists great opportunity for the development of 

transforms that solve the interconnect problem in a variety of different ways, such as with 

multi-hop networks, inter-component buffering, or even using token-ring based networks 

instead of a combinatorial fabric. 
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